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FULLY AUTOMATED
COMPLIANCE TEST S
YSTEM
FACT: Semi-annual proof of performance testing is here to stay!
FACT: Manual FCC proof testing is time consuming, expensive and
creates excessive, aggravating outages!

FACT: LANguard' cuts the workload for your overburdened technical
staff with total measurement automation!

FACT: LANguard' does more and costs less than any other
monitoring system!

FACT: When proof time rolls around again have

our FA.CIS. and you won't roll your trucks!

Committed to Quality

For more FACTS and ademonstration call AM today!

1900 AM Drive •PO Box 9004 •Quakertown, PA 18951-9004
Tel: (215) 536-1354 FAX (215) 536-1475
1(800) 248-9004
Circle Reader Service No. 1
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MC 2.650

UNEQUALLED FOR FIBER-TO-FEEDER TRANSMISSION
• TIME PROVEN COAXIAL PRODUCT
• LOWEST ATTENUATION
• FULL ALUMINUM WALL THICKNESS
• EXCELLENT HANDLING PROPERTIES
• FULLY BONDED ... MOISTURE AND SUCKOUT RESISTANT
Whenever fiber optic cable is to meet coaxial feeder, the airdielectric design of .650 MC 2 assures the most advantageous match.
Produced since 1985, .650 MC 2 is the only coaxial available today that
has the diameter and handling ease of afeeder cable, with the electrical performance of atrunk cable.
Foam-core coaxials cannot achieve the attenuation of .650 MC 2
without increasing cable diameter and sacrificing full aluminum wall
thickness. They simply cannot compete with the time-honored capabilities and economies of .650 MC 2.

MC 2 Feeds The Future
TEC .
sEoCE

Call or write for free sample and brochure: Trilogy Communications, Inc.,
2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, MS 39208 (601) 932-4461 Fa Y: (601) 939-6637
or Call (800) 874-5649
Circle Reader Service No 2
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Cable outages have long been athorn in the side of both
cable operators and cable subscribers. These days, however, the importance of eliminating network outages far
supersedes adesire to reduce those pesky interruptions of
cable programming. If cable does jump headlong into telephone service delivery, it needs an ultra-reliable network.
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Last month's National Show in San Francisco was averitable blur of interactivity, interactivity, interactivity. This special section covers the multiplicity of "deals," new
products and technical session news that happened at
this 42nd annual show that drew arecord crowd.
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Closing in on
interactive riches?
By Roger Brown, CED

Is interactivity awindfall waiting to happen
for cable television operators-or will it go
the same route as historical interactive
concepts, like Qube and JCPenney's
interactive shopping service? From the
looks of last month's National Show, a!ot
of people are hoping for the windfall. This
article discusses the various techno!ogy
approaches toward interactivity.
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The subject of PMD, asinglemode fiber disorder, has triggered.a variety of debates over the past year. This article
reviews PMD in its entirety: who had it, what causes it and
what to do if you think you have it.
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Judging from the comments filed with FCC on cable/consumer electronics compatibility, relations between the two
entities are tenuous at best. But some progress is actually
being made at the negotiating table. But is the breakthrough coming too late to have an impact?
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There are several ways to isolate PMD characteristics in
singlemode fibers; AT&T Laboratories offers up one version of PMD testing via awavelength scanning technique.
The test procedure is currently under consideration by the
fiber optics arm of the Telecommunications Industry Association.

Cable's longest acronym

Theft of service: Part H 62

By Philip Cochetti, Comcast Cable of Philadelphia

SCTE
CED magazine is recognized by the Society
of Cable Television Engineers.
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This year, the NCTA's Office of Cable Signal Theft honored two papers in its annual signal security ideas competition. In this second of atwo-part series, Comcast Cable
of Philadelphia's area security manager profiles the
aggressive attempts his company took to ward off wouldbe pirates and convert them into paying subscribers.
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panel layout as well as a visual
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signal-strength alarm, and front-

So advanced, they're simple.
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small package.
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Outdo the Or
Sure, the 8600'" Home Communications
Terminal meets every important domestic
and international digital compression
standard, but why settle for standard?

Outguess
compression.
The real issue in digital compression isn't the
standard, it's your migration path. With the
8600" product line you can convert to digital
whenever you're ready. In the meantime,
whichever 8600' you choose is packed with
features for analog or digital systems. That
means you can grab the 8600" now, enjoy
its added revenue generating power, and upgrade with adigital docking station later—
effectively extending the life of your investment. Or, go straight to digital and buy the
8600"D" digital communications terminal.
Either way you're assured of compatibility
(regardless of the compression standard) and
you escape the "buy now or else" syndrome.
With the compression issue taken care of,
just look at how the 8600' outdoes the
ordinary digital.

Outprograrn
paper guides.
Paper guides and other TV listings are great
but they can't help you change the channel
or program aVCR.

The 8600" solves that

ing, financial services...virtually any PC-like

problem by giving you access to virtually any

service imaginable. How? With mail-out,

EPG. Viewers can easily navigate through

slide-in Genius" cards and AROS" download-

cable's ever increasing number of channels

able software. They add processing power,

and programming. And, with the VCR

permit security upgrades and install new

Commander" option, viewers can set their

applications in the 8600" with no truck rolls.

VCR to record programs automatically.

Outsmart online
computer services.

Outsmash video
rental stores.
With the 8600' NMOD capability, movies

Now you can offer an even smarter way to

can start every 5 to 15 minutes and virtually

get on-line and interactive services like video

all subscribers need to do is pop the corn. No

games, educational programs, catalog order-

drive to the video store, no late penalty, no

clinary Digital.

tape to rewind, no membership card,

—

no hassle. You're free to offer a com-

messaging feature for announcements,
"promotions and billboard advertising—

plete on-screen schedule of new releases,

a source of added revenue. Individual

old favorites, plus sports, comedy and

messaging makes a terrific greeting ser-

music. It even has pause, rewind and

vice and welcome screen. Subscribers

fast-forward functions similar to aVCR.

can even check account status.

Outdeliver
air couriers.

Outstanding
features.

Forget overnight delivery. The 8600x
gives you

instantaneous

delivery of impor-

tant messages to an entire system or to
an individual household. Use the group

To find out more about how the 8600'

Scientific
Atlanta

Home Communications Terminal outdoes
the ordinary digital or analog box, call
800-722-2009 or a Scientific-Atlanta rep.

4386 PARK DRIVE, N ORCROSS, GA 30093

860CPID, VCR Commander, Genius card and AROS are tRademarks of .I.taent
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or many cable industry veterans, last month's National Cable

Show in San Francisco must have had adeja vu-like quality to
it.
ust as in cable's glory days of adecade ago, this year's
national convention was filled with glitter, gloss and
demonstrations of how the cable industry can take alead
role in changing the way Americans shop, learn and communicate.
Ten years ago it was interactivity via Qube that
promised to have viewers using their television screen for
applications such as shopping at home, distance learning, home security, banking and the like. This year interactivity made its comeback.
Not since the first days of fiber optics five years ago has
the show floor been littered with so many "technology
demonstrations" and "vapor ware" prototypes-products
that portend the future and tease us with their capabilities.
Exciting, vibrant times are upon us again.
What makes all the promises seem so real is that they're
being backed by huge, successful companies. Time
Warner has selected Silicon Graphics to supply the
"engine" for the Full Service Network in Orlando; Scientific-Atlanta is now partnering with Motorola and Kaleida
Labs to develop interactive set-tops; Jerrold-General
Instrument is doing the same thing with Intel and
Microsoft; US West bought into Time Warner to develop
broadband networks; Toshiba and S-A are building settops for Time Warner's Orlando project.
What is clear is that this is indeed the era of strange
bedfellows. Just afew years ago, the cable industry knew
little about what was transpiring in the Silicon Valley, was
trash-talking with the telephone industry about who was
going to eat who's lunch, and was mired in arecession.
Now the industry finds itself perfectly positioned to capitalize on interactive, multimedia services and new joint ventures
are the norm. Operators and their partners are betting millions
that the new generation of Americans that have grown up with
television and computers will spend money on services that
combine the two platforms
Consumers are once again going to have alot of technology
thrown at them. The hope is that this time the equipment is
actually so easy to use it becomes transparent. Certainly, the
horsepower is there to make that happen. Now, will the dogs
eat the dogfood?

Paradigm
shills and
non-linear
thinking
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Roger Brown
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HIGH ANXIETY
lime is running out!
24-hour Proof-of-Performance
tests are due and you don't
have the equipment to
accurately and cost-effectively
document them.
Relax! Now there's an easy
way to document Proof-ofPerformance testing for the FCC,
even in the most demanding
temperatures and environments.
Wavetek's rugged line of SAM

SAM 1550114
Cost-Effective
Installer's Meter

meters are packed with new
capabilities designed to deliver
highly accurate test results for
the FCC and your daily system
maintenance.
Picking the SAM you need is
easy. Our SLMs are available in
abroad variety of models and
price ranges that allow you to
meet both your testing and your
budget needs. Plus, they all
feature the same Wavetek reliability that you've come to trust.

SAM 1650114
Low Cost
FCC Testing

SAM 3030n"

Rugged Service
Technician's Meter

Call today for your free FCC Compliance Matrix.
Circle Reader Service No. 5

Don't worry! Ask your
Wavetek representative about
our complete line-up of signal
analysis meters. All SAMs
feature sweep channels for
Pass/Fail testing, Tilt, AV/A,
and improved weatherresistant keyboards -at
extremely competitive prices!

800-822-5515 817-788-5885
Fax 817-782-4807

LineSAM

IITM
Expert's Proof-ofPerformance Meter
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T
wenty years ago, while the cable industry

braced itself for the introduction of satellite-delivered channels and massive expansion, Dan Liberatore was spending his quiet, West Virginia
evenings in ashack behind the home of his
boss, cable pioneer Don Levinson. As he
describes it, Liberatore spent these early
cable days working in the field on Levinson's
Wheeling-based system. Then, after work,
Levinson would call him over to tear apart
equipment and see how it worked. "I'm certain he knew the answers to the questions he
asked before he even asked me," Liberatore
says of his mentor. "But it was his way of challenging me to learn and grow."
It was aunion that affected Liberatore more
than he may now realize. A typical Levinson
challenge would go like this: "Dan, why 75
ohms?" I
-fe laughs as he recounts the story,
but now admits he does the same thing as VP
of engineering for Adelphia Cable. "I often
play the devil's advocate when employees tell
me of adecision they've made," Liberatore
says. "It sounds like I'm asking dumb questions-but the intent is to encourage them to
think and grow."
Liberatore worked in his home state of
West.Virginia for seven years, until Levinson
sold the Wheeling system to ICI. Then, he
packed up and headed for Cincinnati, to build
aQube system there. He was hired as astaff
engineer working for the company's Qube
project manager; shortly after his arrival, the
project manager quit. Liberatore was quickly
repositioned to manage the project.
"It was pretty scary, because Ihad never
done anything like that before-basically abaptism
by fire situation," Liberatore recalls. He says perseverance and an overall love for the industry is
what saw him through the citywide build-not to
mention the many friendships made along the
way. "There's alot of Qube graduates out there,"
Liberatore laughs. "We have little reunions when
we run into each other at shows."
In 1986, Liberatore again packed his bags, this
time for Coudersport, Pa. (population 2,800 and
known by Pennsylvanians as some of the best
and most scenic deer-hunting turf around-even
the schools close on the first day of hunting season), where he was hired by Adelphia as its VP of
engineering.
Liberatore started "amidst ahuge growth period
for Adelphia," he says, and spent his early years
there managing builds, rebuilds and upgrades.
The company is now known for its significant
strides toward passive network topology design,
PCS experimentation and regional hub implementation, all under Liberatore's direction.

Adelpllia's
Liberatore:
1111lie
right sluff
By Leslie Ellis

Current project load
"We're doing alot of network things, like limiting
amplifier cascades to one or two," Liberatore says
of Adelphia's work on apassive network in development in Syracuse, N.Y. The project, which will
culminate toward the end of 1994, will consist of
"a fiber node and then apost amplifier pretty
close in after that," Liberatore says.
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He hopes to take the concept even further in the
near future. Saying that Syracuse is ideally suited
for the network-densely populated, very compact
and circularly shaped without many
extensions-Liberatore says he's eager to investigate similar networks in "less perfect" areas. "We're
looking at some plans now that are long and
sprawling and have arange of densities. Those
things are alittle harder to do with passive plant."
Meanwhile, the company has applied for FCC
pioneer's preference status in the area of personal
communications systems, where Liberatore says
he's mostly focused on determining maximum cell
size. "We have four tests sites, but most of the
work is going on here in Coudersport," he says. As
if that weren't enough, Adelphia is putting the final
touches on what Liberatore calls a"tightly-coupled
fiber SON ET ring" in the state of Vermont.
"We're working on it with CableLabs. There's
only acouple more pieces to put into place before
it's completed, and we're actively discussing all
the possible applications now," Liberatore
explains. Those applications will likely include
headend interconnects, regional advertising insertion, medical imaging and competitive access.
It's clear that Liberatore's leadership skills are in
full demand these days-but he certainly isn't
unprepared to meet the challenge. He completed
his undergraduate work at the University of West
Virginia, where in 1972 he earned abachelor's
degree in electrical engineering. True to his curious and people-oriented nature, he has taken
several graduate-level classes in engineering
management at the University of Massachusetts.
Liberatore cites management as an ongoing
and somewhat fluid goal. "Our business is growing quite abit. Professionalism is changing. That's
what Ienjoy the most: sharing my enthusiasm
about where we're going as an industry.
"People in general tend to get sucked into their
own little ruts," Liberatore muses. "I try to share
their ruts."
Liberatore describes himself as aquiet, serious
person. (His wife of seven years, Kathy, tells him
he's too serious, he says.) But perhaps it's this
pensive introspection, coupled with an advanced
sense of humor and asingle-minded focus to propel his employees toward personal growth and
achievement, that makes Liberatore such an
engaging, personable industry leader.
Activity in the SCTE, IEEE and the Professional
Society of Electrical Engineers rounds out Liberatore's professional life. On the personal side, he
and Kathy are raising three children, all at or near
their teen years: Noah, 16, Christian, 13 and Erica,
11. They get out to Colorado "about once ayear,"
he says, to downhill ski. "My goal is to ski adouble black diamond run without breaking aleg,
before Iget too old," the 43-year old Liberatore
laughs.
Liberatore humbly insists there's nothing
innately interesting or funny about him. "I'm not a
private pilot, or agourmet chef, and I'm not an
Elvis impersonator," he laughs. Maybe not, but
chances are he has the answer to Levinson's
question, now 20 years old.
So, Dan: Why 75 ohms? CED
JULY 1993

If YouThink You Don't
Need Reliable Power Now,
You Ought to Have
Your Headend Examined.

C

able television engineers agree, new digital-

The Future of Power

based services demand absolute reliability. This performance starts right at the headend.
Alpha Technologies CableUPS" family includes
the new technology CFR line of Uninterruptible Power
Supplies for headend equipment. Smaller, quieter and
more efficient than any comparable system, the CFR
provides asmooth flow of quality power to your signal
processing, compression, pay-per-view, computer and
other headend equipment.
The CFR is part of the CableUPS" family—your
single solution to complete power protection for digital
networks. For additional information, call Alpha today
at 1-800-421-8089.

The Alpha CFR is available from 600 VA to 15KVA.

United States
3767 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98226
Tel: (206) 647-2360
FAX: (206) 671-4936

Canada
5760 Sidley Street
Burnaby, B.C. V5J 5E5
Tel: 9304) 430-1476
FAX: (604) 430-8908

United Kingdom
5The Astra Centre
Edinburgh Way
Harlow Essex CM20 213E
Tel: 44-279-422110
FAX: 44-279-423355

Germany
Hansastrasse 8
D-8540 Schwabach
Germany
Tel: 49-9122-997303
FAX: 49-9122-997321

Circle Reader Service No. 8

Middle East
P.O. Box 6468
Andrea Chambers/Office 208
Litnassol, Cyprus
Tel: 357-5375675
FAX: 357-5-359595
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The recently enacted provisions for rate regula-

tions and how they will be implemented and administered are really convoluted.
The Commission announced its decision on
the rate regulation proceeding, saying it
would roll back rates 10 percent or so for cable systems, and freeze rates and rate increases for 120 days.
When rules finally were released, they came
to over 500 pages, including spreadsheets,
charts, graphs, forms and formulas that (at
least theoretically) would allow anyone to simply write in afew facts and figures relating to
their cable system. The "fill in" items relate to
number of channels, how many satellite channels vs. how many were off-air channels, how
many were locally originated and how much is
charged for different levels of service.
Do alittle math, move afew numbers, multiply by this, divide by that, and BINGO, you
come out with aper-channel charge. This was
then compared to a"benchmark rate" which
was determined by the examination of similar
factors in what the Commission calls "competitive cable markets."
While this sounds simple enough, it really
isn't. First, the competitive systems that the
Commission examined to determine the
benchmark have no requirement to be anything like your system.
Secondly, even if you find yourself at a
point where the rate you can charge is understandable according to the calculations, the
only way to add equipment or services to your
system is probably (and this isn't completely
clear) to enter into something called a"cost of
service hearing," in which you have to do agreat
deal of accounting and analysis and reporting
and have regulators decide whether you are doing things in agood, business-like way.

Cable Act
01 '92:
About as

clear as mud
By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science and
Technology, NCTA

Regulatory hoops

So far, it seems this last point is the main thing
concerning technologists. With the use of fiber optics, the possibility that we'll be going to compressed digital transmission of multiple NTSC
channels, and the coming of HDTV and multimedia services, we all wonder whether any of these
things can be added if we have to go through regulatory hoops to prove there is abusiness to offer.
It also seems that when it comes to plain old
vanilla service we have some technical issues to
deal with, like what sort of set-top device to make
available to our customers. One thing is clear in
this rate proceeding: we appear to have had an
unbundling of our in-home equipment from our
service charges. The cost contribution that a
convertor/descrambler makes to amonthly
charge must be separated from that monthly
charge so everyone can see it. But seeing it isn't
the important part. The important part is that
should the consumer not need or use adescrambler, the cost of the cable service connection will
be less. The rules allow acable operator to recover the costs of this device.
Cost is made up of avariety of things, such as
the amount of money spent to buy the unit, the
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amount spent to pay interest on any debt needed
to purchase units, costs for maintenance etc., as
well as a"return on investment." So far, the information on this return on investment part leaves
many cable operators who have examined the
rules to feel that it's not the same return they would
normally assign to aproject. Of perhaps more interest is the issue of where exactly this equipment
needs to be and how you've deployed it and
whether or not you can recover your costs directly.
For instance, if the equipment is outside the
premise, like pole-mounted security of some sort,
it's not clear whether the costs associated with that
port for that home have the same rights, so to
speak, on the spreadsheet as aset-top device.

Quirk: Two different proceedings

Another strange quirk in the rules is that there
are two different rate regulation proceedings, one
that is conducted by the local franchise authority
and relates to basic service rates, and another
which relates to non-basic service rates and is
conducted by the FCC. So if you were to add, for
instance, some premium services that were
scrambled and addressable hardware was your
choice of technologies, you would naturally assume that the cost of that hardware would be adjudicated, if necessary, in arate regulation
proceeding at the FCC, since these were non-basic services that were controlled by the addressable hardware.
The Commission in its infinite wisdom, however,
has decided that if any basic channels go through
this box then the basic rate regulation proceedings are the appropriate venue for discussing the
cost of this piece of equipment. When the FCC
tried to explain this with atelevised tutorial on the
charts and graphs and forms and formulas, the
meeting room was packed. TV stations all over
Washington were tuned to the Washington Connection,a channel that shows FCC public proceedings, closed circuit transmissions were
routed to other parts of the Commission building
while the people who wrote the rules and regulations answered questions and gave examples.
At one point, after aseries of questions from astute reporters about how certain pieces of the formula worked, one of the chief architects of the
formulas and regulations was heard exclaiming that
"we didn't do avery good job of being clear, did
we?" While that would make an appropriate epithet,
I'm afraid there is one other side of this issue the
FCC and Congress ignored and continue to ignore.
What does all this do to the investment in technology that the cable industry is poised to make? If a
cable operator takes amajor hit by adirect rate rollback and has to put up with the expense of rate
regulation proceedings and the vagaries that they
were likely to entail, how will technology projects
fair? In the conversations I've had, most everyone
believes technology is our future.
Perseverance is what Isee everywhere when it
comes to the issue of investment in our future.
While many operators tell me it will be hard, none
of them think we should hold back on bringing the
new world of telecommunications to our customers. CED
JULY 1993
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Cable
works...
ima
Need
Flexible
Platforms

When Optical Networks International and AT&T introduced
«the first LASER LINK system in 1988, the bonchmark
in optical transmitters was set. As your needs changed, we
developed the modular LASER LINK II and LASER LINK III PLUS
to meet the demands of today's emerging networks. Now, amore
flexible and powerful system is just amodule away.
Modular Upgrades
The new LASER LINK II PLUS has been enhanced with expanded
capabilities. AFeed Forward Drive Amplifier that can drive
multiple transmitters, and new return data/video modules
can all be configured into our "plug and play" platform.
80 Channels On One Fiber
Available now, the powerful LASER LINK Il PLUS is your link
to amore efficient network. This highly linear transmitter
improves fiber utilization in virtually any architecture by
transmitting 80 channels on asingle fiber.
Advanced Network Planning
It's not just products anymore —it's anetwork. And the
complexity of today's emerging cable networks requires
advanced planning. Our design team, the most experienced
optronics engineers in the industry, can help develop your
unique rebuild or upgrade plans. More importantly, you'll
have confidence that your network is certain to meet the
imminent opportunities in voice. video and data.
Call 1-800-FIBER-ME today for your network planning kit.
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have heard discussions of tiering,

2

pay, and "a-la-carte" packages,
0dB
1>URE
using "traps", that would require
Ripp le
Insertion loss
quite alarge number of these devices to be placed in series.
3dB {
While the operational implications with respect to truck-rolls
-c-2
Ultimate
and maintenance could cerattenuation
tainly be immense and would
certainly increase substantially
as the number of traps per drop
f
3
increases, there are also an immense
f1
c
f
2
f
4
number of technical and performance
Frequency
implications to the use of alarge number of
these devices on asingle drop.
the difference between the upper and lower freFor these reasons, the next several columns
will deal with the basics of filter theory.
quency (f 241)of the circuit at which its amplitude
response is 3dB below the passband response.
Before we dig into the gory detail, however,
For this reason, it is often called the half-power
it's probably best to get afew definitions out of
bandwidth.
the way. In our quest toward the ultimate goal
0-The ratio of the center frequency of the resoof revealing the inner workings of atrap, we'll
nant circuit or filter to its bandwidth is defined as
start with an examination of band-pass filter
techniques, and eventually migrate the disthe circuit Q. Q =f
c/(f 2-fi)
The Q of afilter is therefore ameasure of the secussion toward the trap.
lectivity of the device. The higher its Q, the narrower its bandwidth, and the higher will be the
The resonant circuit
The resonant circuit is certainly nothing new
selectivity of the circuit.
Shape Factor-The shape factor of aresonant
in RF circuitry. It is used in practically every
electronic device we come in contact with
circuit is typically defined as being the ratio of the
every day, including receivers, modulators,
60 dB bandwidth to the 3dB bandwidth of the circuit. Thus, if the 60 dB bandwidth (f 4-f 3)were 3
trunk amplifiers, set-tops, and, of course,
MHz and the 3dB bandwidth (f 241)were 1.5 MHz,
traps.
Resonant circuits are used for amultitude
then the shape factor would be 3MHz/1.5 MHz or
2. Shape factor is simply adegree of measure of
of reasons, and can be used to selectively
pass (or stop) acertain group of frequencies
the steepness of the skirts of the filter. The smaller
the number, the steeper the response skirts. Nofrom asource to aload while attenuating (or
tice that the "perfect" filter of Figure 1has ashape
By Chris Bowick,
passing) all other frequencies outside of the passband (or stop-band). The "perfect" resonant cirfactor of 1, which is the ultimate.
Group Vice
Ultimate Attenuation-Ultimate attenuation, as
President/Technology,
cu tfor most applications might look like Figure 1.
the name implies, is the final minimum attenuation
Jones Intercable
Here we have aperfect rectangular-shaped
the filter presents outside of the specified passpassband with infinite attenuation above and below
band. A perfect bandpass filter would provide infithe frequency band of interest, while allowPassband ing the desired signal to pass completely
nite attenuation outside of its passband. However,
undisturbed (purists are having a
due to component imperfections, infinite attenuacow right about now because of the
tion is infinitely impossible to obtain.
0dB
Keep in mind also, that if the circuit presents retheoretical implications of such a
sponse peaks outside of the passband, as shown
heretical thought to both the signal
and the network-but bear with me).
in Figure 2, then this detracts from the ultimate attenuation specification of that filter.
The realization of this filter is imInsertion Loss-Whenever acomponent, or
possible, due to the physical characgroup of components, is inserted between asignal
teristics of the components that
make up the filter. There is no persource and its load, some of the signal from the
fect component, so there
source is absorbed in those components due to
their inherent resistive losses (more on this later).
can be no perfect filter.
Thus, not as much of the transmitted signal is
f
2
However, in most cases, if
transferred to the load as when the load is conwe understand the mechanPtURE
Frequency
ics of resonant circuits, we can tailor an
nected directly to the signal source (assuming
that no impedance matching function is being
imperfect circuit to suit our needs almost perfectly.
performed). The attenuation that results is called
Figure 2is adiagram of what apractical filter
response might look like. Outlined below are
insertion loss, and is avery important characterissome appropriate definitions for the filter that extic of filters. It is usually expressed in dB.
hibits such acharacteristic shape. These definiRipple-Ripple is ameasure of the flatness of
the passband of afilter and is also expressed in
tions are appropriate in order to prepare for the
dB. Physically it is measured in the response
more complex information that will be provided in
fLture columns.
characteristics as the difference between the
maximum attenuation in the passband, and the
Bandwidth-The bandwidth of any resonant cirminimum attenuation in the passband.
cuit or filter is most commonly defined as being

Resonant
circuits, fillers
and traps:
ATutorial
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Revolutionizing
Television
Automation
Recognized throughout the industry as the
leader in commercial insertion equipment and
automation systems, our complete product line
is also backed by the number one industry
rated customer service and support department. This means we not only sell the best, but
we also service it the best, too. Our product
architecture focuses on tomorrow's technology
while meeting today's needs. All of which offers
you maximum performance for maximum value.
Our Engineering Experts can provide
you with:
Consulting and design services
The most configurations with the largest
selection of playback equipment options
•Complete professional turnkey installation
backed by detailed documentation
In addition:
•We are the leading supplier of time/tone
remote control systems
•Switching system architecture that gives you
afull line of control modules allowing you to
custom configure asystem to meet your
needs

The new
Audio Level Control,
ALC 3000A,
for consistent all
channel audio
control!
Providing both discrete mono and stereo audio
control for up to 24 channels per frame, this all
new product from the industry leader in ad insertion
and automation products gives you the latest
in economical audio consistency.

Automatic changeover swi:cher, automatic
tone switching systems, pay-per-view
playback systems, tape compiling systems,
satellite/microwave delivered interconnect
systems. .and much more!
Now we have DIGITAL insertion and
playback systems.
Call or write for our:
Commercial Insertions Guide that will help you
select the right system that best suits your
needs.
Television Automation Equipment Catalog that
includes detailed information and specifications on our entire line.

CHANNELMATIC
821 Tavern Road, Alpine, Calitornia 91901
TELEPHONE (619) 445-2691 •(800) 766-7171
FAX (619) 445-3293
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ORDER NOW!!

•Total line of audio and video distribution
amplifiers and the best 10 x1routing
switcher in the business
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T
oacable operator, the FCC's 500-page cable

rate regulation decision is one of the most complicated documents ever published. But 20 years
ago, Iworked for acommunications common carrier and Iwas an expert on-guess what?-rate
regulation. So this article is all about cost-ofservice rate regulation. But if you didn't
understand it before, you probably still won't
understand it after reading this.
The regulated price for aservice is called
the "revenue requirement" in rate regulation
jargon. The basic equation in public utility
cost-of-service rate regulation is:
(Rate Base) x(Rate of Return) +
Expenses = Revenue Requirement,
and this applies to each "service." In the
telephone industry, the "services" might be
local residential dial tone or interstate 800 service switched private line service. In cable,
the "services" would be basic, cable programming (this is the FCC's term for satellitedelivered basic channels), pay-per-channel
(premium) and pay-per view. Only the first
two are regulated under the new law. The
FCC decision allows either cost-of-service
regulation or "benchmarking" for cable rates,
but it requires cost-of-service regulation for
equipment such as convertors and remote
controls. The charges for this equipment must
be unbundled from the service charges.

Rate
regulation
primer:
The paper! est
By Jeffrey Krauss,
independent
telecommunications
policy consultant and
President of Telecommunications and Technology
Policy of Rockville, Md.
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Revenue requirement

The regulated price or "revenue requirement" for aservice consists of the return on
investment plus expenses. The expenses that
can be recovered include depreciation, interest on debt, maintenance and repair expenses, as
well as direct operating expenses.
The "return on investment" is the product of
Rate Base and Rate of Return. The Rate Base is
the current value of the plant investment (capital
cost less depreciation). The Rate of Return is a
percentage value that the FCC sets, based on the
cost of money and business risk. The FCC has set
11.25 percent as the rate of return for cable TV
equipment, since this is the rate that the FCC has
set for telephone companies. In more traditional
accounting terms, this is your profit.
The depreciation expense depends on an
accounting concept called the "depreciation life"
of the equipment. This is afamiliar concept to anyone who has ever run abusiness, partly because
it plays arole in computing annual income taxes.
Bu:. because the tax laws and the rate regulation
laws are different, the equipment depreciation life
for tax purposes is likely to be different from the
depreciation life for rate regulation. Yes, you must
keep two different sets of books, one for taxes and
the other for rate regulation.
The FCC plans to issue aSecond Further
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking "in the near
future" to adopt depreciation life standards for
cabe equipment.
Another aspect of the Second Further Notice
will oe the question of disallowance of the interest
paid on debt incurred to purchase cable systems.
While regulated telephone companies are entitled
CED :COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN

to include all of their interest on debt as expenses
that can be recovered, the FCC may decide that a
cable system's debt interest should not be recovered. This stems from the feeling that there is too
much turnover in cable system ownership, and
the current owners have paid too high aprice.
The FCC may decide to disallow the interest
expense for debt that exceeds the replacement
cost of the cable system. The typical price when a
cable system is sold these days is more than
$2,000 per subscriber, while the replacement cost
is less than $1,000 per subscriber. Economists
have argued that the large difference between
selling price and replacement costs is due to the
cable system's monopoly.
One tricky aspect of rate regulation is that the
rate regulation equation applies to each service
separately, but much of the plant investment and
expenses are shared among several services. So
the capital investment and expenses must be allocated among the services.
When an installer visits asubscriber and
replaces adefective convertor, the cost of that
visit includes the installer's hourly wages and benefits. In addition, "system joint and common
costs" can be allocated to the service call. This
might include portions of the depreciation on the
installer's truck, the customer service department
costs, the rental of warehouse space, etc.
For this example, once all of these indirect
costs are allocated to the service call, the entire
cost of the service call would be assigned to the
cost of convertor equipment. But if it were aservice call to restore adrop cable that was cut by a
backhoe, then the total cost of the service call
would be allocated to the various cable services:
partly to basic service, partly to cable programming service, partly to pay-per-channel, etc.
These multiple of levels allocations have provided telephone companies with agreat deal of
flexibility, because they can use any reasonable
allocation method. For example, they might allocate the cost of aswitching machine in proportion
to minutes of use for various services. A fiber optic
system might be allocated in proportion to number of channels. The president's salary might be
allocated in proportion to the revenues generated
by the different services.
But the FCC is trying to cut down on flexibility
for cable's cost allocations. The FCC has decided
that most cable system costs must be allocated
between basic and cable programming services
in proportion to the number of channels in each
tier. Franchise fees, however, may be allocated
using adifferent allocator, such as number of subscribers for each tier.

Paperwork

Just to make sure that you know what to do, the
FCC has created anew Form 393 entitled
"Request for Cable Rate Approval." Just to make
sure you get it right, the form and its worksheets
and instructions are 55 pages long, and they read
just like an income tax form. And just to make sure
you use enough paper, it is full of instructions like:
"Please attach an explanation of how you arrived
at this allocation." CED
JULY 1993

The UNI-MAX ZTT power supply
ensures continuous power
for your digital or When it comes to back-up power for digital signals,
time is of the essence. A break of even afew
milliseconds is unacceptable. That's why Uni-Max ZTT
• analog signals.
is the right choice for situations demanding continuous
digital or analog information flow without costly
interruptions. Uni-Max ZTT features asingle
ferroresonant transformer designed to run cool and
consistent from either AC line or battery power.
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Digital video versus AM supertrunking:
CATV network cost and performance analysis
By Robert W. Harris
Sr. Applications Engineer -Fiber Optics
C-COR Electronics Inc.

FIGURE 1

Lightly loaded AM (LLAM) supertrunk

Acomparison of headend elimination

methods is made between two types of
fiber optic supertrunking: Lightly Loaded
AM (LLAM) and uncompressed digital
video. The overall cost and end-of-line
performance impact on CAN systems
due to headend elimination and consolidation is evaluated.
This analysis outlines the channel loading, performance, fiber requirements, cost
and system compatibility issues for each
supertrunking technology. The advantages and disadvantages of each method
is discussed. Associated with each supertrunking method are cost and performance tradeoffs. It is found that the
choice of supertrunking has asignificant
impact on the total CATV system upgrade/rebuild cost and overall system
performance.

Introduction
As CATV systems evolve toward more
sophisticated telecommunication networks, there becomes an increasing need
to review the physical nature of multiple
headends within afranchise area. The cable television industry has traditionally
built complete headends for specific franchise boundaries and serving areas. This
has led to multiple, or secondary, headends within acity or region.
Even though asingle operator may possess the franchise for the entire city or region, the size and serving area of many
CATV systems makes it nearly impossible
to serve all subscribers with high-quality
performance from asingle headend. The
costs are relatively high when adding
CATV headends with the associated earth
stations, building, satellite receivers, modulators and maintenance. Hence, atechnique known as supertrunking is used as
amethod to bring headend or near-headend quality signals to these locations to
eliminate and/or consolidate these secondary headends at alower cost.
The very concept of asupertrunk implies ahigh signal quality performance at
the receive end. Ideally, asupertrunk will
deliver aheadend or near-headend quality signal performance at the receive
site(s) or hub(s). It must be able to transport avariety of signal formats such as
VSB-AM, baseband and RF scrambled
video, digital data, future digitally compressed video, and provide an output that
is easily interfaced with the CATV RF
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plant. It should have the capability to be
upgraded and expanded for redundancy.
It should have minimal maintenance requirements and not occupy agreat deal
of equipment rack space.
Supertrunking is not anew concept in
CATV. In the past, headend consolidation

CED :COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN

and elimination was accomplished
through feedforward amplifiers, FM over
coax, FM over fiber, and AML microwave.
These technologies, while improving signal quality at the end-of-line (EOL), had
their limitations with respect to transmission distance, performance, reliability,

JULY 1993
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With our new enhancements to the M90 Fusion Splicer, you
can clean, align, splice optical fibers and calculate splice loss in
just 10 seconds. That's up to six times faster than other Profile
Alignment Systems. And for the most critical splices, our
exclusive LID-SYSTEM ® unit projects light through the fiber
to aid in alignment, even while the electrodes are arcing. k's
the most accurate method of alignment by fat meeting all
Bellcore and TIA splice loss and verification standards 100%
of the time.
Whether you use our LID-SYSTEM unit or our FAS,
you'll appreciate the craft-friendliness of the M90. An allinclusive workstation, it includes everything atechnician
needs. Plus, accessories such as our new smaller Heat-Shrink
L11)-SYSCEM * Is aregotered trademark and Crimp & Go

Is atrademark of Swear Corporancn.

Oven or our Crimp & Gcr mount right on the machine. The
M90 also offers many other advantages such as automatically
evaluating cleaved fiber ends and simultaneously providing
two different views of the fiber on our new high-contrast
color display screen.
With its tremendous speed and excellent accuracy you
can be confident the M90 will save you measurable time,
splice after splice. So find out more about the M90 and our
full line of fusion splicers. Contact Siecor Corporation, PO.
Box 489, Hickory NC 28603-0489. or call 800 SIECOR 4.
Outside North America, contact
RXS Schrumpftechnik Gamituren
moi-i, Hagen, Germany
Circle Reader Service No. 12
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Digital, compression, ATM, SONET, switched broadband. With all the change cable
faces, you've got to focus on the fundamentals.

On your network architecture.

On

building a simple, elegant infrastructure of fiber stars, hubs and rings to carry any
service the market demands. Anywhere it demands.

First things first.

As fiber and

digital technologies move into full deployment, our industry can grow exponentially.
But only if we have the essentials in place: a seamless fiber network and a comprehensive system to manage it.
is designed to do.

First and foremost, this is what the YAGLink 1" System

• We focus on the fundamentals of operating your cable system.

And when you've got a headend with hundreds of fibers, or hundreds of channels to
send 50 kilometers, you'll be glad we do. We make fiber plug and play...in any
cable architecture.

Now comes the hard .art.

External modulation.

Predistortion.

How?

Powerful Nd:YAG lasers.

QAM. And a full system for everything from

stars, hubs and rings, to network management software.

It's the only way to do it.

r;hUt-c-eusr

ACTIVES

But our job is simple compared to yours.

• You've got to deliver

video on demand. You'll have to hook up to public switched networks. You'll
want to capitalize on interactive services.
tal.

• You'll need a network that is digi-

One that's full duplex. A simple interface to switches. And completely

under your control.

Then it's easy.

fiber that's closer to homes

You'll need narrowcasting, so you'll need

YAGLink stars are perfect for pockets as small as

200 homes. You'll need to manage 3000-fiber headends. YAGLink gives you a
connectorized hub. You'll want to consolidate resources and share them reliably

YAGLink forms route-diverse rings.

What's the next ste,?

meet market demand wherever it emerges.

You want to

However it emerges. That's easy,

too. Ask for our free Fiber Network Design Guide. Ask us about our Fiber
Fundamentals Seminars.

Basically, just ask us to design your network.

Then we'll give you the advanced course.

Call SOO-788-1330.

Harmonic LIY,
htwaves
©1993 Harrrbonic: Lightwaves, Inc.
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maintenance and cost.
Over the past several years, advances
in AM and digital video fiber optic technology have led to dramatic improvements in
CAN network performance and reliability.
This paper reviews the features of both
AM and digital PCM (pulse code modulation) supertrunking and discusses the
cost and performance impact on the
CAN system when implementing each
technology.
A comparison of headend elimination
and/or consolidation is made between two
types of CATV supertrunking: Lightly
Loaded AM (LLAM) and 8-bit digital video
transmitting at 1.6 Gb/s. This analysis describes the channel loading, fibers required, performance, configuration, cost
and compatibility issues of each supertrunk technology. Additionally, sample
designs have been completed which
show the cost and performance of the
secondary AM fiber links and RF distribution served from the supertrunk hub sites

Lightly Loaded AM supertrunk description

AM supertrunking has been proposedl
as amethod for eliminating and/or consolidating headends. This approach utilizes
atiering method whereby nine to 13 channels of VSB-AM signals are directly modulated onto seven DFB lasers and transported over four 1310/1550 nm wave-divi-

9

9

9

9

9

sion-multiplexed fiber links.
A block diagram of an AM supertrunk is
shown in Figure 1. Seven fibers are used
to transport the signals. If 1550 nm transmitters are used, WDM can be employed
to reduce the
active fiber
count to four
fibers. The frequency
arrangement of
each tier, except the first, is
less than one
octave so that
the composite
second order
distortion
(CSO) products fall out of
the band being
transmitted by
the respective
laser.
However, the CSO that falls out of one
RF band will appear in another RF band.
To reduce the effect of this problem, each
frequency band is filtered such that the
distortion products are not present after
recombination of the various bands. Note
that RF attenuators and post-amplifiers
are necessary to obtain proper isolation
and RF output levels. Through a26 km

Acomparison is
made between

lightly loaded AM
and 8-bit

digital video.

9

9

9
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path, the performance of the LLAM system is approximately 58 dB CNR, -71 dBc
CSO, and -70 dBc CTB.
The rack space requirements for an AM
supertrunk are modest. About 20 inches
are required in the headend for all optical
transmitter modules and redundant power
supplies. The receive site also requires
about 20 inches for all optical receiver
modules, redundant power supplies, filters, post-amplifiers and combiners.
The number of optical fibers required
for the application depend on whether or
not WDM is employed. Without WDM,
seven fibers are required. With WDM, four
fibers are required and there remains an
additional optical window on one of the
three fibers. This additional window can
be used for either return signals or more
downstream signals above 550 MHz
which may include digitally compressed
video.
As with all AM fiber optic systems, the
LLAM supertrunk performance is determined by avariety of parameters including laser and fiber characteristics, shot
and receiver noise, OMI (optical modulation index) and CAN channel frequency.
The intermodulation and distortion products (CSO and CTB) are afunction of the
OMI (optical modulation index).
Further, in 1550 nm AM systems, optimizing the overall system performance is

SacleIcons New IGHz Calibrators
Portable, ±1/4 dB Flatness, 4.5-1000 MHz
Ideal
for Calibrating
Signal Level Meters
and all CATV Equipment.
E Expanded Freq. Range
SC600: 4.5-600 MHz
SC1000: 4.5-1000 MHz
Increased Noise Output
Level: +20 dB

Il HorizontalNertical
Sync Pulse Simulation
Made in the USA by:

S

adeice. Inc. 75 West Forest Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631
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more complex. In both 1310 and 1550 nm
systems, the OMI must be set high
enough to achieve the desired CNR without clipping the negative peaks of the AM
signal or causing excessive spectral
spreading. In 1550 nm AM systems, excessive spectral spreading causes asecondary limitation in intermodulation distortion through its interaction with the fiber
chromatic dispersionl.
LLAM supertrunks can be considered
when the hub sites and secondary headends to be replaced are between15 km
and 35 km away from the primary headend. This means the LLAM supertrunk will
operate through about 8dB to 14 dB of
fiber loss, assuming 0.4 dB/km at 1310
nm. The loss budget typically should not
exceed 14 dB in order to maintain an adequate CNR performance.
After adding
in connector,
splice and
WDM losses,
little, if any, additional budget
is available for
splitting the
optical output
power from the
transmitter in
order to share
one bank of
transmitters
with two hub
sites. Therefore, when multiple hubs are served, the
AM supertrunk requires aseparate dedicated LLAM link (bank of transmitters and
bank of receivers, filters and combiners)
from the headend to each hub site

e

•

window available when, using WDM which
can be used for AM and/or digital forward
or return signals 3.
The digital transmission system provides RS-250C medium haul performance, which is considered headend
quality. Specifically, several measured
video performance parameters include 60
dB CNR, < +33 ns C/L delay, < 1.3 degrees differential phase, <2 percent differential gain, to name afew. Also, because
of the use of synchronous time division
multiplexing within the digital network, no
composite distortions are generated.
Advances in digital technology have led

to direct digital-to-IF signal processing 4
and the ability to process all forms of
baseband and RF scrambling. Digital
technology also provides consistent signal performance at each hub which is not
affected by channel loading, path loss
variations or fiber chromatic dispersion as
is AM fiber optic technology. Digital signals can be transparently dropped and
repeated and new signals inserted at
each hub. The digital network can be expanded to offer full optical component
and path redundancy. Further, digital systems require little maintenance and no operational adjustments or optimization.

Advances in

These are the elements of

digital technology

4,04/1/DeD

have led to direct
digital-to-IF

cable television in the

etwolevitirlYS

processing.

1990s. Get an in-depth

understanding by attending...

Digital video supertrunIting description

Uncompressed digital video transmission has been described 2 as another
method for transporting headend quality
video/audio signals to hub sites. It is
based on 8-bit video resolution codecs
that provide better than RS-250C medium
haul performance at each hub site. The
high speed (1.6 Gb/s) optical terminals,
operating at either 1310 or 1550 nm, have
an optical loss budget of 30 dB. A block
diagram of adigital supertrunk is shown in
Figure 2.
In an uncompressed digital video system, each channel is digitally encoded
separately from one another then time-division-multiplexed (TDM) to create ahighspeed serial data stream operating at 1.6
Gb/s. The high-speed data is then directed to the laser transmitter where it intensity modulates an FP or DFB laser
diode.
Five fibers are shown transporting 80
digital video channels. WDM can be used
to lower the active fiber count to three.
There would also be an additional optical
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July 20-22, 1993
Since 1952, the
definitive training
course for cable
engineers

Hartford, CT

If you're achief tech, senior tech,
system or regional engineer or anyone
else involved with the technical support
of acable system in the 1990s, you
need the information you'll find at a
Jerrold/General Instrument Technical
Seminar Series. Experts will explain the
nuts-and-bolts of today's cable systems
and how those systems will evolve
tomorrow.
So, sign up now! Space is limited.

Jerrold
* General Instrument
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To attend the July Jerrold
Technicat Seminar, or to receive more
information on this important series of
training sessions, contact Ginny Morris
at 215-956-6445.
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Cost comparison between LLAM & digital supertrunk
Number of
receive sites

Cost for LLAM
system ($)

Cost for digital
network ($)

Cost premium for
digital ($)

1

120,000

325,000

205,000

2

240,000

525,000

285,000

3

360,000

725,000

365,000

4

480,000

920,000

440,000

5

600,000

1,120,000

520,000

6

720,000

1,315,000

595,000

The uncompressed digital fiber
network, with a30 dB loss budget,
can employ optical splitting at the
transmitter output to increase the
transmitter-to-receiver ratio. Sharing
the transmitters with multiple receive
sites lowers the total cost of the digital network. The cost of the digital
network includes modulators and/or
IF-to-RF output convertors for delivering RF outputs. Both 1310 and
1550 nm optical terminals can be
used if active fiber count is an issue.
Table 1shows that on ahead-tohead cost comparison, the LLAM
system equipment cost is less than
the digital video equipment cost.
However, one must look beyond the
cost difference between just the supertrunks and consider the overall
impact on the CAN system EOL
performance due to the finite composite distortions (CSO and CTB) incurred through the LLAM system.
In other words, how does the
lower performing (near-headend
quality) LLAM supertrunk affect the
secondary AM fiber and RF cascade performance? Specifically,
what impact does it have on the
overall system cost? CUD
An 80-channel digital system with RF
outputs typically requires no more than
one six-foot rack at the headend and
about two seven-foot racks at the hub site.
The digital transmit and receive equipment requires an environmentally controlled building.

These questions will be answered in
next month's installment of FiberLine by
modeling each approach in typical cable
systems.

Supertrunking cost comparison
A head-to-head cost comparison of
both supertrunking technologies is given
below for an 80-channel system with multiple receive sites. The LLAM system cost
includes all optical modules, RF filtering
and post-amplification. It is assumed that
each of the hub sites are fed with adedicated LLAM system, i.e., no optical splitting of the transmitters.
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One must consider
the overall impact on
the CAN system
performance
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You're Here.
No problem! Satellite antennas are always next door
when you use Ortel's fiberoptic link.
Satellite antenna sites are where they have to be. Your facilities may be
elsewhere. Bring them together with the Ortel system.
The power of fiber optics lets you carry the entire satellite-band
microwave signal miles over asingle fiber. You get cost-effective flexibility that
is simply unmatched by coaxial or waveguide links. Remotely access antennas,
interlink for redundancy simplify maintenance operations, switch between
antennas, reduce workloads. Save money and time. You can rewrite the book
on site planning.
The benefits are enormous:
• Reduced installation cost and complexity
• Flexibility in site planning
• Interlinking redundancy easily reroute from one site to another
• Centralized equipment location
Get the whole exciting story. Call us today.
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Making Light Work For You

ORTEL.
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2015 W. Chestnut Avenue •Alhambra, CA 91803 •(818) 281-3636 •FAX: (818) 281-8231
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Sorting
What

options do 0
operators have?

interactive
lechnotogy
By Roger Brown, CEO

M

aking television less of apassive viewing experience and more of aparticipatory event has
been the dream of many people for many years.
Everyone has seen the hyperbolic marketing
pitches where people are shown communicating
with adistant relative or business colleague via
the television, shopping for new clothes or groceries, monitoring their property, paying bills and
playing games.
The problem is that while everyone has seen
those demonstrations, interactive television has
largely been amarketplace failure to date. Systems have been shown to work, but for one reason
or another, they've been perceived to be novelty
services that turn out to be either too expensive
for consumers to pay for or not interactive enough
to give people what they want, when they want it.
There has even been some disagreement over
the definition of "interactivity." Does it have to be a
real-time transaction between aprogram and the
viewer, or will store-and-forward devices suffice?
Can you get away with asking someone to pick up
the phone anc make acall, or should it be the
punch of abutton or two?

Technology is the enabler
But now, new technology, combined with fiber
optic and digital upgrades cable operators are
making to their networks as amatter of course,
promise to make real-time, two-way interactivity a
reality at reasonable costs. As computer processing power becomes cheap, plentiful and packaged in small chips, suddenly cable operators will
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have direct access to high-powered, intelligent
set-top terminals that used to do little more than
convert one channel into adifferent frequency
slot.
Certainly, cable operators will venture into interactivity slowly. Outside of perhaps afew, highly
publicized flagship systems. system managers
will probably opt to use telephone backhauls as
their method of exploring the interactive marketplace. If it appears there is money to be made,
cable networks will then become fully two-way.
Then the addition of aswitching fabric will bring
vast capability to virtually every household, as
Time Warner is about to find out in Orlando..
Steve Dukes, vice president of advanced network development at Cable Television Laboratories, has been studying the various options cable
operators have to deploy interactive services.
Those options include atelephone return, wireless
drops, adual cable system where aseparate
coax is dedicated for the upstream traffic, to complex ATM switching. While it's unclear which
method is ultimately the best, Dukes says it's important to balance expenses with revenues derived from the services offered.
"It is important that we follow the model of the
(regional hub) architecture," says Dukes. That
model advocates placing complex, expensive
components at acentral location until costs drop
and the hardware can be moved closer to the
home.
A CableLabs project headed by consultant Peter Miller is defining the applications cable operators might use. "It is extremely important to look at
each application individually and aggregate
them," Dukes says.
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Some ellorls already underway

Already, several companies have developed
and deployed some form of interactive technology, ranging from Videoway in Canada to ACTV,
which has perfromed some cable tests. TV Answer has focused on the use of over-the-air frequencies and has only recently extended to olive
branch to cable operators as alow-cost method
of providing interactive services. Interactive Network, which received a$10 million cash and services infusion from TCI recently, is renewing its efforts to work with cable operators to develop technology and develop interactive games.
But, starting with TCI's video-on-demand test in
Denver with AT&T and US West, cable operators
have been overwhelmed with new technology and
applications for interactivity.
TCI's suburban Denver test of Viewer's Choice
TV (VC11/), while really more amarket test than a
technology test, nevertheless required aremote
control and set-top box manufactured by AT&T,
which sends signals over coax and fiber owned by
TO and US West back to the control center. When
aviewer selects afilm title he wants to watch, the
signal activates an alarm in the control center and
an attendant manually loads the film into avideo
tape player and routes it to the proper home.
It's not high-tech, but TCI officials say the
process could be automated and supported by
digital optical servers-if consumers want the service.
T HE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF B ROADBAND T ECHNOLOGY

Cabletabs
advocates
following the
model of
the regional hub
architecture
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An attendant at the
VCTV center loads a
movie into aplayer

There has
been some
disagreement
over the definition
of 'interactivity'

Many other potential providers of an interactive
platform to cable operators are already weltknown companies, like Scientific-Atlanta, ANTEC
Network Systems, Jerrold-General Instrument,
United Video and others. But some of the latest
comers, like ICTV and Zing, aren't.
The Zing system consists of ahandheld remote
control with aliquid crystal display that allows
viewers to play along with game shows and other
programs. The system works by receiving adata
stream sent over the vertical blanking interval to a
set-top receiver, which in turn sends the data to
the handheld unit via infrared.
Zing officials hope set-top convertor manufacturers will build the receiver and IR blaster into
their products. The handheld unit will be offered
for sale at retail electronics stores. The company
may have some clout with the convertor manufacturers because its major financial backers include
TOI, Continental, Comcast, Newhouse and Landmark Communications.

Getting more complex

34

ICTV, on the other hand, offers interactivity
through IBM video servers located at the head end, which removes expensive hardware from the
home. ICTV, which was demonstrated at the National Show, has been designed to allow operators of one-way cable systems to deploy an interactive system without having an upstream path.
In the headend, a"video Centrex" routing,
switching and processing device is used to instantly switch aTV viewer who has tuned into an
interactive tier offered by the cabe operator to a
variety of interactive services. The Centrex establishes adedicated channe: to the viewer and offers video highlights of each service being
browsed through until aparticular service is selected.
Once the selection is made, the high-speed
CED :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

server takes over to deliver video and graphics
associated with the selected service, says Lec
Hoarty president of ICTV.
The only hardware required in the home is a
convertor "sidecar" which is used to communicate
with the headend. ICTV officiafs also hope to have
the technology built into convertors.
One company that has successfully negotiated
agreements with major convertor manufacturers
is United Video Satellite Group, which is working
on an interactive platform. UV has already signed
S-A, Jerrold, Pioneer and Zenith on to the project:
those companies will soon build ports into their
convertors to accommodate asidecar unit. The
sidecar will control consumer access to the interactive programming, according to Jerry Henshaw, senior vice president of science and techno!ogy at United Video.
Another participant in the project is Kaleida
Labs, amultimedia company created by Apple
Computer and IBM. United Video plans to use
Ka!eida's ScriptX multimedia playback software
for future digital set-tops.
Kaleida will also be working closely with Scientific-Manta to facilitate interactivity through S-A's
new 8600x set-top terminal, it was announced during the National Show (for more information, see
the NCTA Show wrap-up, starting on page 42).
United Video is also trying to move operators
into interactivity via its more traditional program
guide service. The company is already making
use of alaser disk-based video file server that offers real-time video clips tied to text.
Clearly, there is experimentation with interactivity at all levels of complexity. But one trend is certain: computing power is becoming more accessible at lower prices. If consumers in places like Orlando and Castro Valley demorstrate adesire for
interactivity, cable seems poised to take on the
additional business. CED
JU LY 1993

Now your system
is complete!
Turn he challenge of new FCC regulations, increasing competition and a
growing demands for new subscriber
services into an opportunity with
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evolution of Scientific-Atlanta's Fiber-tothe-Serving Area architecture (ESA), and
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upgrade or arebuild, Scientik-Atlanta's
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We have the solution with acomplete
family of 750 MHz products, In addition
ID the Line Extender II, the industry
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Scientific-Atlanta slimline nunk housing,
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Villz upgrade path. Our fiber opLc transmitter and receiver have also been
expanded to 750 MHz. Both single and
dual tier options are available.

With Scientific-Atlanta's
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and
complete
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representative or call (800) 722-2009.
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It is these concerns that are forcing arevolutionary shift in thinking about outage reduction.
CableLabs, now finished with the the initial work
undertaken by its Outage Reduction Task Force,
is initiating further study on the topic. TCI is now
installing uninterruptible power supplies in all of its
networks. Network monitoring systems are enjoying new popularity with cable operators. One
cable operator, TeleCable Inc., even went so far
as to modify its entire management philosophy
last year in an effort to improve reliability and service.
"We're seeing aradical reversal in operator
thinking about standby power," says Tom Osterman, president of Comm/Net Systems Inc. "A
number of things have come around full-circle
from three years ago, like increased standby
power, backup power and status monitoring."

Prompted by telephony

Top causes of
trouble calls- April '93
Source: TeleCable

Trends in
olla
reduction

Cable/Wm
differences 1./

By Leslie Ellis, CED

tier
àechnology goes on improving humanity's view

of the reality out there," Isaac Asimov was once
quoted as saying. These words have particular
impact within the current cable environment, with
high-level executives espousing all kinds of notso-far-off realities like telephone service and interactivity to the nth degree. Attendees at last
month's National Show witnessed aplethora of
interactive displays, showing happy families shopping for clothes, ordering pizzas and videoconferencing with architects-all courtesy of cable's
broadband, digital platform.
However, an undelivered pizza ordered via
cable interactivity likely yields asubscriber both
irritated and hungry. An improperly or non-routed
emergency phone call not delivered because of a
cable outage could yield calamity of catastrophic
proportions, from ahuman, financial and legal
perspective.
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The changes, Osterman says, are prompted
mostly by talk of cable-delivered telephone services. "A momentary power interruption in atelephone environment would cause any phones that
were off-hook to hang up." Because of that, he
says, reliability issues quickly surpass subscriber
irritation concerns.
It's not coincidental that current telephone service suffers few outages. Paul Shumate, executive
director, distribution network technology for Bellcore (the R&D and statistical analysis entity
funded by the telephone industry), cites an industrywide telephone network reliability target of 53
unavailable minutes per year, not including catastrophes such as earthquakes or hurricanes.
"That translates to 99.99 percent reliability, for
both residential and business phone traffic," Shumate says.
Granted, the telephone and cable industries
power their respective plants quite differently.
Because telcos have no present need to provide
video, they currently pass 48 volts of DC (113
volts for T-1 service) through their networks, Shumate says. Cable companies typically power with
60 volts of AC. "The 48 volts are always there;
there's battery power flowing through the network
at all times. If there's an outage, the batteries simply stop charging," Shumate explains.
However, Osterman believes this telco
approach will slowly change, particularly in light of
video delivery. "Initially, the RBOCs are indicating
adesire for 60 volt powering systems, that have to
be uninterruptable," Osterman says.
Chris Bowick, group VP/technology for Jones
lntercable, has adifferent view of cable/telco outage issues. "The cable industry is 'off-hook' most
of the time-many, many hours per day. And therefore, it's avery visible situation when we have an
outage," Bowick says. "I mean visible in the very
literal sense of the word.
"In atelephony environment, the phone is on
the hook most of the time. If there's an outage,
nobody even knows until they pick up the phone,"
Bowick continues.

Operator efforts
However, reliability concerns are not falling on
deaf ears among cable operators. Operators
JULY 1993
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including TCI, Jones Intercable, TeleCable-among many others-are taking innovative stances on the intertwined subjects
of reliability, standby power and network
monitoring. Individually, they have similar
outage targets as telco providers. "Our
internal number of unavailable minutes
per year is the same-53 minutes, or 99.99
percent reliable," says Bowick. "In fact,
our outage reduction efforts are reflected
in management bonuses at the system
and the corporate level."
Bowick says that increased fiber
deployment and acorresponding amplifier cascade reduction has inherently fortified overall cable network reliability. "I
don't think we toot our own horns well
enough about the amazing impact fiber
has had on overall network reliability,"
Bowick laments.

Trend toward UPS
Jim Haag, director of TCI's test and
evaluation department and amember of
CableLabs' Outage Reduction Task
Force, says the company will put uninterruptible power supplies in all of its systems from now on. "Our network design is
very much more passive, thanks to the
deployment of fiber. Because of that, it's
becoming more cost-effective to put UPStype devices everywhere."
One cable operator taking aradically

•

•

•

•

different approach to outages-and reliability in general-is Virginia-based TeleCable. As Nicholas Worth, VP of Engineering
for TeleCable, explains, the company is
currently in the throes of afive-year "continuous improvement" cycle. At the end of
the five years, Worth says, the company
and all of its systems nationwide will have
embraced the Japanese "continuous
improvement" concept.
The ultimate goal: highest quality service at alow cost.
"This combination has been deadly for
the Japanese-that's why the United States
doesn't have aconsumer electronics
industry, to speak of," Worth says.
Instead, TeleCable has chosen to "reduce
the expense side of the equation," by
eliminating wastefulness, Worth says.
"Why should there ever be atrouble call in
the first place? These are the kinds of
things we're examining." As part of the
program, TeleCable is charting the percentage of total trouble calls, by code,
and motivating employee teams to find
root causes of the problem (see Figure 1).
So far, Worth says, the company is seeing improvement in "thousands of tiny little
steps." He cites as an example TeleCable's Cleveland, Tenn. system, which has
reduced its trouble calls attributable to
installation follow-up work from 150 per
month to between 15 and 17 per month.
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He says the program isn't for the "quick
fix" artist. "Americans use the concept of
TOM as abuzzword. In Japan, it's more
like areligion," Worth says. "It's adifficult
program to implement-you have to break
through the inertia of the 'old way' as well
as rip down the ivory-tower type of management."
As apart of TeleC able's continuous
improvement program, it has asked a
power supply vendor to develop a"floating" standby power supply for use in its
Broward County, Fla. system. "We're moving toward smaller nodes with UPS types
of powering. The one in development is
very close to completion. It will use continuously flowing power, and the charge is
large enough to replenish the entire load,
if necessary."

CableLabs efforts
Meanwhile, CableLabs continues its
efforts toward outage reduction. Saying
that the task force is at an "in-between
stage," having completed four chapters
worth of work on the subject, CableLabs'
Scott Bachman, VP of operations technologies projects and head of the task
force, is hoping to "evolve the outage
reduction task force into more of an industrywide outage reduction focus."
"The model we have now is the first
step," Bachman says. "Now we need to
use it to sort of ratchet the industry up to a
higher level of awareness about status
monitoring, headend reliability and those
sorts of things."
In the next phase of the project, CableLabs will work with billing software
providers to implement automatic outage
detection and tracking codes into their
product lines. Also, CableLabs has commissioned apower consulting firm to provide input on how the cable television
industry can better utilize the reliability
between the power grid and the cable TV
power supply, Bachman says.
CableLabs will also implement abenchmarking project to include national outage
statistics, and evolve the outage reduction
group into a"network reliability" group,
Bachman says. "We have to elevate
industry thinking. The next step is network
modeling. We need to raise that to a
higher level, to boot-strap the industry,"
Bachman says.
Jones' Bowick agrees with aneed for
elevated awareness about reliability and
outages. "I think we need to improve as
an industry. There's no doubt about that,"
Bowick says. "As we move more and
more away from just the delivery of video
entertainment, to where we are delivering
life-critical types of services, we're going
to need to ensure that we've got the same
kinds of reliability that the telephone companies calculate that they have-and, in
fact, beyond that." CIED
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911 Western Ave. #203 Seattle WA 98104
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Distributors/Suppliers/Reps

Lightning
Eliminators
& Consultants, Inc.

Microsat
Manufacturers representative for Alpha Technologies and Voltage
Control Systems in the southeast and southwest U.S. These companies solve avariety of powering needs, with products including standby and non-standby power, UPS devices, and lightning/utility power
surge suppressors. Call or write today for more information
1519 Johnson Ferry Rd., Suite 250, Marietta, GA 30062

ALPHA

\

Power Supplies

CALL 1-800-421-8089
FAX 206/671-4936
Canada 604/430-1476

I I TECHNOLOGIES

CALL 303/447-2828
FAX 303/447-8122

CED

Lightning/Surge Protection
—1-11111

„

Lightning Eliminators & Consultants
Dissipation Array® System-guaranteed 100% effective in preventing all
strikes; Spline Ball Ionizer®-a lower cost dissipation device that prevents 90% of all strikes and collects all others; Chem-Rod® chemically
activated ground rod for high resistivity soil; Transient Voltage Surge
Suppressors based on Wagon WheelTM technology (5 year warranty).
6687 Arapahoe Rd., Boulder, CO 80303
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Lightning/GroundingfTVSS

CALL 404/971-1021
WATS 800/334-1558 GA
WATS 800/438-0812 US
FAX 404/977-7128

AtfICROM

CALL 206/623-8670
FAX 206/623-8684

ALPHA

Alpha Technologies
Alpha Technologies is the world's largest manufacturer of power
systems for coaxial & fiber optic networks. Dedicated to innovative
power solutions, Alpha also offers afull line of UPS systems, DC
power products and batteries.
3767 Alpha Way, Bellingham, WA 98226

CALL 1-800-421-8089
FAX 206/671-4936
Canada 604/430-1476

Inl

Alpha Technologies
Alpha Technologies is the world's largest manufacturer of power
systems for coaxial & fiber optic networks. Dedicated to innovative
power solutions, Alpha also offers afull line of UPS systems, DC
power products and batteries.
3767 Alpha Way, Bellingham, WA 98226
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Standby Power Supplies
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-Lable Security

CALL 205/742-0050
WATS 800/288-1506
FAX 205/742-0058

CALL 201/601-9191
FAX 201/601-0011

RMS
ELECTR ONICS, INC.

•

Cable Security Systems
Manufacturers of the Beastim lines of high security, low maintenance
apartment boxes featuring our superlock locking system; distributors
of padlocks, plastic and metal riser guard and molding products. The
Beastn" is the number one high security apartment box in Cable TV.
Don't sell your system short-invest in the best-the BeastTm.
e'

RMS Electronics Power Supplies and Passives
For all of your powering needs, RMS offers top of the line quality
Standby and Regulated Power Supplies. Say YES to long-term battery
preservation. Say NO to premature amp clamp activation. Power
Supplies for the CABLE OPERATOR.
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"UPS

Surge Protection
FAX 704/527-3222

1

ALPHA

j

FAX 206/671-4936

In

Canada 604/430-1476

TFCHNOt OGIFS

Voltage Control Systems, Inc.

Utili-GARD model UG60 surge suppressor is designed for use in the
headend. digital hub, engineering and telecommunication centers.
The UG60 is capable of dissipating a power surge or secondary lightning strike of 60,000 Joules at 140,000 amps. The model 120PS-SP is
designed for use at the disconnect for standby power supplies/OTN's.
4600 Park Road, Suite 300, Charlotte, NC 28209

CALL 1-800-421-8089

-1

CALL 704/523-7270

CARD
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Alpha Technologies

Alpha Technologies is the world's largest manufacturer of power
systems for coaxial & fiber optic networks. Dedicated to innovative
power solutions, Alpha also offers afull line of UPS systems, DC
power products and batteries.
3767 Alpha Way, Bellingham, WA 98226
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UPS

UPS

CALL 800/551-3790
FAX 706/548-5493

A LectLr
eco
tro

Products, Inc.
Lectro's UPS products, line conditioners and complete line of single
ferro and dual redundant power systems designed to protect and
support cable plant and telephony. UPS and ZTT versions provide
zero transfer time to battery back-up during power outages and low
power conditions. A full range of input voltages for domestic and
International applications are available.
420 Athena Dr., Athens, GA 30601

SOLA

CALL 800/BUY-SOLA
800/289-7652
FAX 800/626-6269

Power Protection and Conversion Products

If you are serious about protecting your computer, communications or
other sensitive electronic equipment from malfunction or shut
down... contact SOLA, the pioneers in power protection products.
UPS Systems... .Power Conditioners/Regulators....DC Power Supplies
Call or write today for your free UPS sizing guide.
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Safety '93
The cable industry's only conference exclusively devoted to safety.

August 26 & 27
Tysons Corner, Virginia

Sponsored by

Learn from experts, network with others in safety.
Amust for all cable safety managers/coordinators.

r-ANTEC
WIIM
COMMUNICATION SERVICES
Sessions will cover...
>
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WES POT NELSON ê CON PAN V

University of Denver
College of Business Administration

Official Publications

Multichurielllews

CED
Conference Producer

Creating and Enhancing Safety Programs...Preventing Injury and Loss
OSHA Reform Act and Recent OSHA Rulings...Safety Training
A New Approach to HAZCOM...Evaluating Safety Equipment
Selling Safety to Management and Employees...Safety for Small Systems
Why Safety Programs Succeed...Establishing the Value of Safety
What Managers Want From Safety Managers...Safety Meetings...and more!
Featuring Special Guest Speakers from OSHA Headquarters and one of the top safety programs in the public utility industry. If you missed Safety '92, don't miss Safety '93. Make
your plans now to attend. Request aconference program and registration form today!
For more information
mail or fax to:
600 S. Cherry St., Suite
400, Denver, CO 80222.
Fax 303-393-7139
(Phone 303-393-7449)

Name

"I' 11u

Company _
Address
City
Phone
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Technology back
Naiutilolnoaf l:
g the
driver's seal

By Roger Brown and Leslie Ellis, CEO
and Peter Lambert, Multichannel News

Nearly 16,000 registrants-a

record-flooded Moscone Convention
Center in San Francisco for Cable '93, the
42nd annual NCTA convention and exposition. What brought the record-breaking
crowd was avibrant industry (in spite of
the regulatory woes currently being experienced) that is positioning itself as a
provider of diverse services over abroadband network and akey player in the national information infrastructure.
Attendees were given glimpses of the
future: an interactive environment filled
with games, educational programs, communication gateways and new niche
channels.
Although the programmers made the
most audible noise on the show floor,
technology was clearly the driving force
behind the expo. The opening general
session, titled "Cable Television: America's Highway to Tomorrow," set the tone:
"The promise of technology is just beginning to show itself," said Jim Mooney,
president of NCTA.
Likewise, the opening panel-consisting
of Frank Biondi of Viacom, Jim Clark of Silicon Graphics, Charles Dolan of Cablevision Systems, John Malone of ICI and film
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director George Lucas-focused on the
potential of technology and how it will enable programmers to become interactive
with the audience.
"At the very least, technology will improve what we have today," said Dolan.
Malone said the key is the deployment
of high-power microprocessor in every
home, school and business. "This is the
enabler," he said. When asked whether
those devices can be affordably deployed, he said: "a universal device with
common operating software will drive the
cost of the hardware down. The cost of
communicating will head toward zero. Access to bitstreams won't be an issue-the
question will be what you do with it."

Time Warner selects Silicon Graphics
Time Warner Cable has decided what
to do with its bitstream in Orlando. It has
selected Silicon Graphics to provide the
"final major piece" of the Full Service Network, slated to begin serving customers at
the end of the year, it was announced at
the Show.
Specifically, Time Warner will deploy
two Silicon Graphics "Challenge" video
servers to deliver high-speed packets of
information from the servers through an
ATM switch to 4,000 subscribers' homes.
These servers offer "terabyte-level" video

CED :C OMMUNICATION ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

storage capabilities and are based on
MIPS Technologies Inc.'s RISC-based
(Reduced Instruction Set Computing) multimedia architecture.
Silicon Graphics will also supply set-top
and network operating systems for the Orlando system. Time Warner has already
tapped Scientific-Atlanta to provide fiber
distribution gear and set-top terminals for
the FSN.
Silicon Graphics will base the software
operating system on the MIPS multimedia
engine that delivers the necessary power
for high-speed communications, interactive thee-dimensional graphics, an onscreen user interface and compression
and decompression for video and audio.
"Navigating through all the types of services we plan to offer is apotential challenge to our subscribers," said Time
Warner Cable's Senior Vice President of
Engineering and Technology Jim Chiddix.
"Powerful, three-dimensional interactivity
is akey element."
The multimedia engine also provides a
flexible platform for software developers
to create new applications for interative
cable systems, said Jim Clark, chairman
and founder of Silicon Graphics. One
function that will be made areality is the
"virtual VCR." This feature allows television viewers who have purchase amovie
on demand to control it, including remote
stop, start and puase features.

Motorola, Kaleida, S-A make team

Another important announcement made
during the convention related to apartnership agreement between Motorola Inc.,
Kaleida Labs Inc. and Scientific-Atlanta to
codevelop "open architecture" interactive/multimedia sotware and hardware for
cable home terminals. The products apparently would compete with computerpowered terminals planned by General Instrument, Intel Corp. and Microsoft Corp.
However, Kaleida, which is co-owned
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SPACE WAS OUR PROVING GROUND

Now CATV operators can profit from Hughes'
down to earth microwave efficiency.
If you thought the introduction of channelized microwave systems was a giant
leap forward for the cable television
industry, that was only the beginning.
Since Hughes Aircraft Company has
been the leading force in microwave and

intercept point and the high reliability
already proved in preceding solid state
transm.tters.
The 80-channel flexibility and increased
power allows supertrunking well in excess
of 20 miles. What's more, traditional local
distribution and clustering services can be
provided by this one unit, and without
tower-mounting any amplifiers or other
active devices.

satellite communications for more than
30 years...and a pioneer in solid state
FET development...it's only logical we'd
keep coming up with improved ways to
transport CATV signals.
Like Hughes' new high power indoor
broadband transmitter. This model AMLHIBT-118 matches the single path
performance of traditional channelized
high power AML. Yet, it can handle up to

Model AML-HIBT-118 High
Power Indoor Broadband

attractive pricing and install-

cost less, but power and maintenance are
cut by as much as 95%.
For a free proposal or further informa-

ment payments.

tion, contact Hughes ton free: (800) 663-

Transmitter features 80 channels in one 6-ft rack, plus

80 channels in one stand-alone unit.
The HIBT uses FET amplifiers and unique
microwave circuitry to equal the performance of a
200-watt amplifier. It has a +62 dBm third order

See us at Booth #310 at the
Wireless Cable Show in Orlando, FL

The end result is savings all around.
Initial equipment and installation not only

7902, or write: Hughes Aircraft of Canada,
Ltd., Winnipeg Division, 260 Saulteaux Crescent.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3JI 3T2. HUGHES
MAKES MICROWAVES GOOD FOR BUSINESS.

HUGHES

July 31-August 3
Circle Reader Service No. 22
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TV Answer/Hewlett-Packard interactive
consumer appliance and universal
remote prototypes.
by Apple Computer Inc. and IBM Corp.,
seeks to license its interactive multimedia
software technology to all hardware and
software providers, including Microsoft.
Pending afinal agreement in mid-July, SA will develop home terminals, servers
and network systems incorporating "device-independent" ScriptX multimedia
software technology developed by
Kaleida.
Motorola microprocessors will go into
the S-A products. Through atwo-year-old
joint project with Apple and IBM, Motorola
has been developing achipset based on
areduced instruction set (RISC) architecture called PowerPC.
"The PowerPC family of microprocessors from Motorola provide the high-performance, cost-effective solution for our
strategy to provide cable operators with a
flexible platform," said Gary Trimm, president of the subscriber systems division of
S-A's Broadband Communications Group.
Time Warner Cable has tapped S-A and
Toshiba to provide home terminal technology for its Full Service Networks.
In late May, Apple, IBM, Hitachi Ltd.,
Toshiba Corp., Mitsubishi Electric Corp.
and Creative Technology Ltd. formed a
hardware manufacturers alliance supporting ScriptX.
Kaleida president and CEO Nat Goldhaber said his company is negotiating
with other cable equipment makers and
hopes to reach ScriptX licensing agreements with all comers. Kaleida has submitted ScriptX specifications to the Interactive Multimedia Association's Scripting
Language Request for Technology.

N EW PRODUCTS
Advanced Audio Visual Systems
Advanced Audio Visual Systems debuted its the Access 2000, aturnkey system designed to increase buy rates of
premium and PPV movie channels and
provide an electronic program guide. The
system provides amultiplexed image of
13 channels. An optional expansion
switcher can display up to 36 channels.
Circle Reader Service No. 53.

Alpha Technologies

Alpha Technologies introduced the Ca-
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bleUPS series of uninterruptible power
supplies for the cable industry. The product family consists of two units: the XP
and FP. The XP features asingle ferroresonant design to regulate output voltage,
battery backup, surge and short circuit
protection and complete line conditioning
under different modes of operation and
loading. A modular design allows for 12and 15-amp operation and changeout of
inverter and charger electronics. The FP
series incorporates compact design and
affordable cost, according to Alpha.
Also new from Alpha is its "CFR Series"
of ferro-based uninterruptible power supplies. The products have been designed
to provide clean, uninterrupted power to
critical hardware at the headend or an unattended remote hub site. Circle Reader
Service No. 54.

('COR Electronics

C-Cor Electronics, which celebrated its
40th birthday at the Show, announced its
new Flexnet amplifier series. The series
consist of both trunk and bridger amplifier
offerings. The amplifiers, available at
bandwidths of 750 MHz up to 1GHz, feature PHD technology, active distribution
outputs and status monitoring capability.
The Flexnet trunk amp features one trunk
level output and up to two distribution outputs. C-Cor also demonstrated an active
display of its digital fiber RF scrambling
system in San Francisco. Circle Reader
Service No. 55.

Channell Commercial

Channell Commercial Corp. has introduced the Budget Pedestal Housing Series of inexpensive above-ground enclosures for buried cable television coaxial
plant. The new product line will initially
consist of two products constructed of
high grade flexible polyethylene with preinstalled stakes and brackets. Both products are square in shape. The seven-inch
by seven-inch unit is designed for passive
electronic equipment while the larger
nine-inch by nine-inch unit is suitable for
passives and some electronics.
Also new from Channell: its SPH 1320
enclosure, an addition to the company's
"Signature" series of pedestal housings.
The new pedestal provides an upright design and enough space to house line extenders, trunk amps and/or optical fiber
splice cases. The new housing can also
be used internationally as adual
coaxial/fiber optic cable pedestal for universal telecommunications applications.
Circle Reader Service No. 56.

Channelmatic

Channelmatic Inc. unveiled its new Audio Level Control product at the Show, designed to automatically maintain consistent audio levels on aper-channel/per-net-
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work basis. "Use of the ALC's amplifier circuits on multiple channels allows audio
levels to remain constant, even when subscribers tune from one channel to another
or during transitions between local commercial breaks and network programming," explained Mike Watson, senior VP
of marketing and sales for Channelmatic.
The unit works by monitoring audio input
levels from -24 dBm to +14 dBm and providing aconstant output range of -2 dBm
to +2 dBm with atotal harmonic distortion
not exceeding 0.25 percent. Modules for
up to 12 stereo channels or 24 monaural
channels can be incorporated into asingle
unit, which will expectedly be priced at
$250 per stereo channel or $225 per mono
channel. Circle Reader Service No. 57.

Digital Cable Radio
New from Digital Cable Radio is its
"Maestro" universal remote, developed by
Jerrold/General Instrument. The hand-held
remote is designed to control DCR tuners,
stereo systems, CD players, convertors,
TVs, VCRs, satellite receivers and laser
disc players, DCR officials said. In addition to its universal control features, the remote displays information about the current and previous songs played on Digital
Cable Radio, via adisplay on the front of
the device. Song information includes
channel name and number, song title,
artist, CD or album title and record label. It
also includes built-in capabilities to display
sports scores and financial tickers. Circle
Reader Service No. 58.

Electroline

Electroline Equipment Corp. has anew
1-GHz low noise amplifier designed for
use in passive coaxial feeder networks
now being planned and implemented by
cable operators. The company's new
"DropAmp" offers anoise figure of 3dB,
while providing 14 dB output and 23
dBmV output per channel. An optional 5
MHz to 30 MHz return is available with the
addition of one filter. The amp offers -60
dB composite triple beat, composite second order and cross-mod specs. Circle
Reader Service No. 59.

Folec

Fotec has released anew PC software
package, dubbed "FOTest," designed for
use with its M300A series fiber optic
power meter. The package was designed
to simplify testing of fiber optic systems
and components and to log or print test
results. The software provides agraphic
depiction of the power meter and the test
setup, and is priced at $50. Circle Reader
Service No. 60.

GE American Communications
GE American Communications has announced it will build, launch and operate
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vice ordering, voice or 1-level data services. The upstream path is established
with areturn path transmitter module that
plugs into the company's HLR optical receivers and transmits back to the headend over aseparate fiber. The frequencies used match those typically used in
the coaxial plant, making the link between
the coax and optical return paths transparent and simplifying the network. Circle
Reader Service No. 62.
Zenith Cable Products' addressable
cable decoder with built-in capability to
receive and display electronic data services from multiple providers.
anew hybrid satellite called GE-1. The
new satellite will service broadcast, cable,
education, government and private business. It will be the first satellite to use the
GE Astro Space A2100 design. The
launch is scheduled for early 1996. A second identical satellite, GE-2, is currently
under construction for use as aground
spare. The new hybrid will carry 24 Cband and 24 Ku-band transponders and
will provide full CONUS coverage, GE officials said. Circle Reader Service No. 61.

Harmonic Lighlwaves

Harmonic Lightwaves announced several new additions to its YAGLink line of
optical transmission systems. The new
products, which include optical transmitters and receivers, mark the company's
strategy to track with the convergence of
digital compression, added bandwidth
and advanced digital modulation technologies.
Among the new products from Harmonic are its HLT6008 and HLT6010 externally-modulated transmitters, which offer an output power of 8mW and 10 mW,
respectively. Harmonic officials say the
new transmitters were designed with special pricing and system packaging
arrangements to enable deeper deployment in existing cable topologies.
Also, Harmonic has increased the
bandwidth of its YAGLink HLT series
transmitters and receivers to 750 MHz,
from 550 MHz. The expanded capacity,
Harmonic officials said, leverages the external modulation system's power and signal quality deeper into the distribution
plant, giving operators additional flexibility
in planning network architectures where
two-way digital services such as compression, VOD and telephony, are anticipated. The new, 750 MHz transmitters
and receivers will be available in the
fourth quarter oz this year.
In its return path YAGLink product line,
Harmonic Lightwaves has added two new
transmitters, the RPT 3005 and RPT 3006,
both of which were designed to add incremental upstream digital and analog video
capacity to enable on-request video ser-

Ilewlett-Packard

New software from Hewlett-Packard has
been designed for analysis and storage of
cable television system measurements.
The software provides full measurement
configuration, data collection, trend analysis and report generation all without programming. Measurement results from the
database that is created can be converted to FCC proof-of-performance reports and plotted in graphical or tabular
format. The data can also be exported to
spreadsheet and database programs for
further analysis. Circle Reader Service
No. 63.

Mind Extension Institute

Mind Extension Institute has introduced
an ongoing monthly video training series
designed to provide hands-on information
about avariety of critical issues facing the

cable industry. The "Rethinking Cable for
the 21st Century" series was developed to
offer topical, inexpensive staff training,
said ME/I officials.
The series has been designed to stimulate staff interaction so that participants
walk away from each video with an action
plan," said Connie Buffalo, ME/I director
of educational product development.
"Each month's videotape offers solutions
and ideas about emerging telecommunications issues for the best performers in
cable."
The first program, "Cost-effective Customer Service: Sure-fire Tips for Success,"
will be available this month. Circle Reader
Service No. 64.

Oriel

Ortel Corp. announced its 3620 series
of 600 MHz and 860 MHz CAN lasers
and board assemblies, designed for OEM
manufacturers of CAN fiber optic transmission products. The lasers and assemblies feature up to 16 mW of output
power, which Ortel VP of New Business
Development Larry Stark calls "the highest output power anywhere."
The 16 mW of output power enables
signal transmission over longer distances
or splitting of lightwave signals into multiple receivers, or both, Stark said. "Such a
design would use only passive coaxial ca-

Get your money's worth
with Budco Taplocks.
No other cable h/ marker out-sells,
out-lasts, or out-performs the
Budco Taplock.

Since we invented the
Taplock in 1970, more Budco
Taplocks have been sold than all competitor
drop marker products combined.
Buy the best Choose the original in cable
TV markers. The Budco Taplock.

Budco

The Taplock Company. Setting The
Industry Standard In Drop Markers.

1-800-331-2246 Ask for Dept. 1107 Fax: 1-918-252-1997
P.O. Box 3065 Tulsa, OK 74101
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ble, splitters and taps downstream from
the optical receiver." The 3620 family of
products includes ahigh performance
DFB laser and an RF predistorter board.
The latter was designed to maintain laser
temperature and bias control when using
Ortel-supplied DC circuits. "DFB laser output power is growing at arate of 2dB
every year," Stark said. "By this time next
year, we expect to be producing 25 mW
DFB lasers. Circle Reader Service No. 65.

Pioneer Electronic Corp.
Pioneer Electronic Corp. has announced
it has developed aset of VLSI chips de-
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signed to decompress digital moving image data at 25 Mbps. The chipset is compatible with three international standards
and allows for an upgrade path to the
emerging MPEG-2 standard. Specifically,
the new chip supports MPEG1 (digital
moving video), JPEG (digital still video)
and CCITT H.261 (video phones and
videoconferencing). The chips are expected to be used in cable television, CDROM units and other prepackaged media,
electronic cameras, video phones and
videoconferencing systems. The chips
were designed at Pioneer's new Digital
Design Centre in the United Kingdom. Cir-
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Don't mess
with Gel Filled
Loose Rte...

International Sales:
Channell Commercial Canada, Ltd.
800/387-8332 •416/567-6751

OPTICAL CABLE
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5290 Concourse Drive
P.O. Box 11967
Roanoke, VA 24022-1967
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If you're expanding your fiber
plant, there's only one way to splice it...
clean and simple!
Tight Wrap fibers are individually coated with a900 micron buffer
to protect them from moisture. No gel filling is required and —as aresult —
no cleaning is needed for termination. The result is big savings in both time
and labor costs.
Tight Wrap Fiber Optic Cable has many more benefits, including
better protection and consistent performance in hot or cold environments.
Don't mess with gel. Call today for complete information on Tight
Wrap Fiber Optic Cable.
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Sadelco
Sadelco introduced two new calibrators: the SC600 (600 MHz capability) and
SC1000 (1 GHz capability), designed for
the calibration of signal level meters. The
units can also be used to check the response of CAN and local area network
distribution equipment. Both units are
based on Sadelco's patented white noise
generator technology, Sadelco officials
say, and offer an increased noise output
level to +20 dBmV, aprecision rotary attenuator, and both horizontal and vertical
sync pulse modes of the CW signal. The
units also feature switchable 1kHz modulation. Circle Reader Service No. 67.

Scientilic-Allanta

TM

Marketed exclusively by:
Channell Commercial Corporation

•

Scientific-Atlanta's new MPEG PC
Decoder boards.

Expand your fiber plant
with Tight Wrap
Fiber Optic Cable

U.S. Sales:
800/423 -1863

4>
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New from Scientific-Atlanta is an "all-inone" optical receiver which fits into the lid
of the company's existing system amplifier
II (SA II). The enhancement was added to
facilitate fiber-to-the-serving-area (FSA)
topologies from the bottom up, SA officials
said. The receiver is designed to 1.5 GHz
and utilizes the reversible signal flow feature of the SA Il amplifier. Further, it provides cable operators with aplatform for
advanced system monitoring, reverse
video and wave division multiplexing applications. Other features include dual cable inputs for RF switching of redundant
fiber routes, separate optics and RF sections for simplified maintenance and individual LED displays to alert technicians of
any problems during field checks.
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. also unveiled a
digital storage and retrieval (DSR) system
it says has driven the cost of encoders
down by afactor of 10. The $25,000 encoder price will make applications such
as digital advertising insertion affordable
to local operators, said S-A. Starnet's AdStar has already begun accepting delivery of hardware. The MPEG-based system
will be suitable for automated movie on
demand systems, said S-A. Circle Reader
Service No. 68.

Siecor Corp.
Siecor Corp. announced several new
products and enhancements to existing
products at the Show. The company's
JULY 1993
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new CheckPoint Fiber Identifier can identify which fibers are carrying live traffic, a
2kHz pulsed signal or no signal at all, utilizing anon-destructive macrobend technique that does not interrupt normal service or compromise fiber integrity.
Also, the company's new VFL-200 Visual Fault Locator can be used to visually
pinpoint faults during installation, maintenance and production through avisible
red glow at apoint of high loss. The unit is
useful for identifying breaks, tight bends
and fiber crimps.
Siecor's Optical Fiber Access Tool has
been enhanced to simplify mid-span access of fibers in loose-tube cables. Design modifications make it easier to enter
buffer tubes during system upgrades,
Siecor officials said.
Finally, Siecor's new modular Fiber Organization System Fiber Distribution
Frame allows users to design aflexible
fiber optic cable system in acable headend that expands as asystem upgrades.
The FDF is acomplete, modular system to
be used as an interface between outdoor
and equipment cables. Circle Reader Service No. 69.

Tektronix

New from Tektronix is its two-channel
TDS-320 oscilloscope, designed to include ahigh-speed sampling technique
that ensures an accurate representation of
waveforms in real time (up to 100 MHz).
The TDS-320, Tek officials say, offers fivetimes sampling, which it says is twice the
rate of other digital sampling scopes. The
scope also includes 21 automatic waveform measurements and four acquisition
modes. Circle Reader Service No. 70.
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Ad insert competitors agree

Ad insertion product suppliers Adsystems, Arvis, CCMS, Channelmatic, Cornpulink and Texscan have announced their
intent to develop product interfaces allowing their equipment to interoperate with
SkyConnect, aspot delivery system.

NCTA SHOW REVIEW •
have agreed to order Antec Network Systems' Digital Video Codec for delivery of
video over cable SONET networks. The
agreements were inked in an effort to interconnect systems regionally.
Wometco competitive access subsidiary Access Telecommunications Interconnect has ordered 200 DVC 2020
codecs for its existing AT&T FT-2000
SONET-based platform in Atlanta. Additionally, Tele-Communications Inc. has
committed to install several hundred DVC
2020 and FT-2000 in San Francisco and
St. Louis.
The DVC 2020 system enables an oper-

optical receivers to amunicipally-owned
cable system in Frankfort, Ky. The Cable
Television division of the Frankfort Electric
Water Plant Board will use the equipment
as part of a"major fiber optic installation
program," Antec officials said, that will include five miles of LXE cable with fiber
counts from four to 132. The system, established in 1952, services roughly 16,000
subscribers via amaster headend which
delivers 43 channels to 21 individual
nodes; the system will upgrade to 70
channels next month.
In arelated announcement at the Show,
Wometco and Tele-Communications Inc.

wpm/ma:mint •

In the air, or
underground...
Integral's Messenger-on-Duct (MOD "')
and Drop-on-Duct (DOD •)accommodates
your future fiber requirements.
1" Messenger-on-Duct
In the air: Messenger-on-Duct
with fiber optic cable
provides abuilt-in support strand
and prelubricated aerial duct for
", Drop-on-Duct
with preinstalled
continuous fiber optic cable pulls.
*1
pull string
Underground: Drop-on-Duct accommodates today's drops and provides
aprelubricated empty duct for future
fiber-to-the-curb requirements.
Whether you're in the air, or
underground, Integral has a
long-term solution for your fiber
architecture. Call toll free today for
complete details.

./)

Marketed exclusively by
Channell Commercial Corporation
U.S. Sales: 800/423-1863
International Sales:
Channell Commercial Canada, Ltd.
800/387-8332 •416/567-6751
Extra-high strength
strand wire

Antec

Antec Network Systems will supply
Continental Cablevision of Los Angeles
with both fiber optic cable and transmission equipment. The gear, including Laser
Link II Plus transmitters and Siecor's
loose-tube fiber optic cable, will be used
to upgrade Continental's Southern California area systems. When completed, the
upgrade will encompass over 800 sheath
miles of fiber plant.
Also, Antec announced it will provide
Laser Link II Plus optical transmitters in
conjunction with Harmonic Lightwaves'

Prelubricated duct

Prelubricated
duct

UV radiation
protected
HOPE duct
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INTEGRAL
P.O. Box 151369
Dallas, TX 75315
800/527-2168

* NCTA SHOW REVIEW
ator to encode analog video signals at
one headend and delivery compressed
signals over self-healing SONET rings to
multiple decoders at other headends. The
DVC 2020 and FT-2000 deliver two broadcast-quality signals over each 45 Mbps
(DS-3) circuit. That translates to up to 96
channels on an OC-48 Lightwave System
ring.

Bolivian op picks FTF
Bolivia's Video Cable Universal S.A. has
activated the first fiber-to-the-feeder cable
system in South America, according to officials of ANTEC Network Systems, which

•

•

•

supervised the project. The 12-mile optical system featured four Sumitomo optical
transmitters, seven Harmonic Lightwave
receivers and eight AT&T splice enclosures as part of athree-phase construction project that promises to provide cable
service to 60,000 Bolivian homes. VCU
presently offers 34 channels to 1,600 subscribers, but plans call for the system to
be expanded to several adjacent cities by
the end of this year. In other news, ANTEC
Communication Services has announced
an agreement with Alpha Technologies to
market its CFR series of uninterruptible
power supplies for headend and office

Carson Industries
Grade Level Boxes
High quality grade level boxes for
underground applications

Carson Industries, Inc., aleading manufacturer of utility boxes for the
Telephone and CATV industries has developed afull line of grade level
boxes (GLB W") for underground plant. These high quality grade level boxes
include avariety of features and options:
Constructed of
HOPE or ABS
structural foam
plastic
Optional
anti-skid covers
available in
plastic or
polymer
concrete

Hot-dipped
galvanized steel
bracketry available
for below grade
enclosure
applications

CATV or Telephone
identification
molded into covers
Box bodies tapered
to provide stability
and eliminate
ground upheaval

Take agood look at Carson's
grade level boxes. Call toll free today for complete information.
Marketed by
Channell Commercial Corporation
U.S. Sales:
800/423-1863
International Sales:
Channell Commercial Canada Ltd.
800/387-8332 •416/567-6751
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CARSON
INDUSTRIES
INC.
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use. The CFR series features zero transfer
time to bridge the gap between power
outages or brownouts and standby generator start-up and stabilization. Finally, ANTEC announced that more than 60 cable
systems have purchased Optical Transition Nodes, akey element in anetwork
design that extends fiber's reach deeper
into any cable plant.

C-Cube, TV/Com deliver MPH-2

C-Cube Microsystems and TV/Com International put MPEG digital video compression on the fast track during the National Show, exhibiting the first live transmission of 10 multiplexed MPEG-2 signals
and one single-channel-per-carrier
(SCPC) signal, all simultaneously, on a
single satellite transponder.
At the same time, C-Cube started volume delivery of abroadcast-quality decoder using avariation on MPEG-1, in
preparation for afully MPEG-2 chipset
due out by the end of the year. Showtime
Networks' SMATV satellite distribution and
Starnet's Adstar ad insertion are among
those employing the 10 Mbps MPEG-1
decoder.
Additionally, Philips Consumer Electronics Co.'s Broadband Division selected CCube Microsystems to supply it with
MPEG video compression and decompression integrated circuits. Philips said it
will incorporate the chips in broadcast
systems for business and educational TV
markets.
In addition to squeezing 11 MPEG-2
signals into asingle, GStar 2KU-band
transponder, C-Cube showed in its booth
how its modulation system time division
multiplexed transport layer can selectively
switch data rates. On avideo wall in its
booth, TV/Com displayed signals delivered at various bit rates and resolutions.
At the low end, it showed a352 by 240
line picture delivered at 1.14 Mbps. At the
higher end, it showed 480 by 480 line pictures at 4.0 and 5.0 Mbps (counting only
data devoted to picture and not including
error correction), as well as 352 by 480
line pictures delivered at 3.5 Mbps.
All in all, the 10 time-division-multiplexed signals were combined in a60
Mbps data stream; the SCPC signal, 2
Mbps. The center frequencies of the digitized transmissions were operating within
22 MHz of each other.
TV/Com also announced it has opened
an office in the United Kingdom, based on
"a high level of interest in our digital compression technology," company officials
said.
While the TV/Com demonstration used
0-Cube's first working MPEG-2 chip, CCube said it has found away to deliver
resolutions as high as CCIR-601 using its
CL950 MPEG-1 decoder. C-Cube said the
chip has been used for high resolution
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compression tests by Scientific-Atlanta,
Philips Broadband and Thompson Consumer Electronics (supplier of decoders
for Hughes Communications' DirecTv direct broadcast satellite system).
David Taylor, director of marketing for
C-Cube, said MPEG-2 will almost certainly
displace MPEG 1for interlace, broadcast
distribution applications. However he predicted the 10 Mbps ceiling for the CL950
means that MPEG-1 may continue to live
in computer and CD ROM as acost effective alternative to MPEG 2. C-Cube employs b-frame predictive coding in both its
MPEG 1and MPEG 2decoders.
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Jerrold, TV Answer

Jerrold/General Instrument and TV Answer have announced plans to make TV
Answer's interactive services available to
cable affiliates through Jerrold's next-generation PC-based converters. As part of
the agreement, Jerrold will be able to
manufacturer an optional RF return path
module for insertion into the new generation of convertors, giving cable operators
three options for return paths: cable,
phone modem or wireless RF.
TV Answer plans to deliver interactive
programming and related services by
satellite to cable headends which will

pass them down the cable to homes. Subscriber responses sent via RF modules
will be carried over IVDS networks operating between 218 MHz and 219 MHz.

Mitsubishi, StarSight

Mitsubishi Electric Corp. and StarSight
Telecast (previously InSight Telecast) announced apreliminary agreement to build
StarSight's electronic program guide and
one-touch VCR programming technology
into Mitsubishi-brand TVs and VCRs. The
patented StarSight service provides television viewers with apersonalized, onscreen guide. CIED

Carson buys Brooks

The parent company of Carson Industries has purchased Brooks Products
Inc.'s plastics division and the newly
merged organization will be named Carson Polyplastics Inc. Carson is amanufacture of plastic below-grade and flushto-grade boxes and poly-concrete lids for
the telecommunications industry.

Cox selects Arrowsmith

Arrowsmith Technologies Inc. announced that Cox Cable Hampton Roads
will launch its Integrated Cable Operations Management System later this summer. Cox has agreed to roll out the system
after athree-month field test which incorporated 20 service vehicles and generated field service productivity increases in
excess of 20 percent. Arrowsmith's ICOM
system provides fleet management utilizing GPS-based automatic vehicle location, computer-aided dispatch and an advanced geographical information system.

Channell Commercial's
Signature SeriesTM
Enclosures...
Flat out better!

General Instrument has announced the
signing of aletter of intent with ad insertion
equipment provider Channelmatic Inc., in
which Channelmatic will include GI's
DigiCipher II compression technology in
its digital ad insertion platform. According
to the letter, the two companies will work
together to incorporate DigiCipher technology into Channelmatic's next generation of
local ad insertion headend units. The
agreement will also allow Channelmatic to
store digitally compressed advertising for
insertion into DigiCipher II-encoded compressed channels or analog channels. Hal
Krisbergh, president of Jerrold/General Instrument, said that the agreement represents akey part of GI's proposed end-toend system. "The need for digitally compressed advertising insertion should come
about quickly," Krisbergh said. "This ensures that cable operators will be able to
seamlessly insert digitally compressed local ads that are compatible with DigiCipher II compression." Both companies
said the agreement could evolve into further collaborative efforts.

Channell Commercial—the world's largest manufacturer of plastic enclosures—has acomplete line of Signature Series enclosures for
CATV buried plant with more features than any other pedestals currently available. All enclosures feature 360° access for splicing and
maintenance; space for active
and/or passive equipment;
interchangeable bracketry;
heat dissipation (I-1DV) techLIS. Sales
nology; various enclosure
CHANNELL COMMERCIAL CORPORATION
cover colors; and aselection of
800/423-1863
locking options.
International Sales:

CHANNELL

COMMERCIAL

Call for complete information.
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mak::::: Tough
comatibilit
battle softens
What the NCTA wants:
✓ Definition of "cable-ready"
TVs and VCRs
VA return to MultiPort
✓ No ban on scrambling
✓ Better television tuners
What the EIA wants:
✓ Access to signals "in the clear.'
✓ A prohibition on scrambling
✓ Digital standards
By Roger Brown, CEO

while nearly every cable operator in the

country has been justifiably preoccupied
with must-carry, retransmission consent
and rate regulations, an often-overlooked
amendment to the 1992 Cable Act could
have immense ramifications on the way
cable television signals are distributed to
viewers. Furthermore, the amendment
may cost cable operators millions of dollars.
Right now there is an intense turf battle
being fought over compatibility between
cable set-top boxes and consumer electronics devices like television and VCRs.
The high-stakes war is being fought at the
highest levels: it is the subject of aFederal Communications Commission notice
of inquiry that by law must be acted upon
by October. After areport is issued this
fall, rules are scheduled to be in place by
next year.
At issue is the fact that descrambling
set-top convertors take much of the functionality out of televisions and VCRs, making it impossible to perform such tasks as
recording one channel while watching
another, recording two programs on different channels (unless someone manually re-tunes the convertor) and other
functions that require access to more than

50

one channel at atime.
As asingle-channel output
device, set-tops make these functions impossible to perform without
additional convertors, complicated
wiring hook-ups or the addition of
other "gadgets" that frankly, confuse most users.
The matter has already generated
contentious comments filed on
behalf of cable operators, the
NCTA, television and VCR manufacturers, the Electronic Industries
Association and other interested
parties. The comments reflect a
high level of frustration regarding
the fact there is no quick fix to the
conundrum; it is clear the two sides
share little common ground and the
rhetoric has reached apinnacle.
For example, in its reply comments, the
NCTA says perhaps 90 percent of the
problems that cause consumer complaints can be alleviated by installing dual
tuner convertors, boxes with timers, etc. In
response, EIA writes that the NCTA has
attempted to "stand the statute on its
head" by suggesting that "Congress misunderstood" the problem. Furthermore,
EIA takes NCTA to task for suggesting
that "set-top boxes are beneficial to consumers" and for proposing to actually
increase the number of set-tops in the
market. "It defies reason to think that the
use of more boxes with more functions will
meet the statutory objective of reducing
complexity and cost to the consumer," the
EIA writes.
NCTA, in its comments to the Commission, steadfastly justified cable operators'
use of scrambling systems to protect their
programming. "The rigors of the marketplace-and the uncertainties of the laboratory-have pointed cable int he direction of
scrambling as the most valuable of the
currently available technologies."
However, NCTA attacked the consumer
electronics manufacturers to using poorly
shielded tuners that are susceptible to
direct pickup without aconvertor placed
between it and the incoming cable as well
as that industry's use of the terms "cable
ready" and "cable compatible."
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NCTA also recommended that consumer products be conspicuously labeled
to show how many channels the device
tunes so that the persons purchasing the
devices readily understand the capabilities of the tuner.
Yet, despite all the barbs being thrown,
ajoint task force made up of representatives of the NCTA and EIA is reportedly
beginning to make some progress. During
last month's National Cable Show in San
Francisco, apanel billed as a"compatibility debate" came off as aconciliatory discussion between Dr. Walt Ciciora of Time
Warner Cable, Gary Shapiro of EIA, Bruce
Huber of Zenith Electronics, David Rozelle
of Intermedia Partners and Wendell Bailey
of NCTA.
Each panelist began his opening
remarks with statements of optimism that
some logical compromise would be hammered out. It took nearly an hour before
the debate actually broke out. But when it
did, all the familiar themes were still there.

What EIA wants

When it all gets boiled down, the EIA
wants cable operators to provide an
unscrambled broadband stream of signals to the back of the television or VCR
so those devices can tune the full spectrum of channels offered by the local
cable operator.
Shapiro said consumers want products
that are simple to operate when removed
from the box-and they don't get that when
TVs and VCRs are hooked up to cable.
"Our industry is very tired of the joke
about the blinking clock on the VCR," said
Shapiro, referring to consumers' inability
to program their VCRs.
Huber, who was representing the Consumer Electronics Caucus, agreed that
the FCC's first priority should be to allow
the use of all the features offered in consumer gear. He placed most of the burden squarely on the cable operators
because the installed base of nearly 300
million TVs and VCRs make it impossible
for those manufacturers to retrofit those
devices. Then he called for standards to
address the long-term. "We have to
decide who pays the bill," Huber said.
"That's the underlying current" in all the
comments filed with the FCC.
As atrade-off and an incentive, the EIA
is proposing that the FCC allow cable
operators to charge viewers more for signals offered in the clear (through interdiction or perhaps broadband descrambling,
when it becomes commercially viable).
However, Rozzelle said he doubts the
FCC will look upon that idea favorably,
considering that rate issues were at the
heart of the Cable Act.
Ciciora said he believes the solution lies
within technology that will soon be
deployed by cable operators. A future
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filled with convertors sporting microprocessor power will have the intelligence
to overcome the incompatibility, Ciciora
promised. "In afew years, it will be seamless and easy."
As for installing the descrambling and
access control functions directly into the
TV, Rozelle said he approaches that idea
"with deep suspicion" because of the
threat of undetectable piracy if the control
codes are ever defeated on awidespread
basis.

What the NCTA wants
In many minds, the only solution left is
deployment of an interface device similar
in form and function to MultiPort, which
was developed by the joint EIA/NCTA
Engineering Committee several years
ago. That device performed the descrambling functions amd returned nearly all TV
and VCR functions to the respective
devices.
Millions were installed in various brands
of TVs, but the project died out of alack of
support from cable operators who wanted
to retain the revenue derived from remote
control rentals.
Obviously, MultiPort (or EIA 563
decoder interface) would need an overhaul to make it work in adigital environment, but NCTA and many cable
operators favor the approach because it

Ad Index

e

e

e

e

allows them to continue scrambling to
protect their programs.
EIA, however, has steadfastly resisted
the idea of resurrecting the interface, calling the technology obsolete and expensive. Clearly, that industry is still smarting
over what it saw as aunilateral effort to
clear up the problem.
Although
time constraints didn't
allow other
issues to be
presented,
cable operators also say
convertors are
often necessary to shield
poor television
tuners from
direct pickup
of off-air signals. Furthermore, operators would like a
definition of the term "cable-ready," no
restriction on scrambling practices and no
requirement to deploy interdiction (considered too expensive in some cases) or
broadband descrambling (no product
yet).

There is

precious little
time to

arrive at

aconsensus

over compatibility

Why so optimistic?

Why, then, did each panelist at the
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convention profess such optimism?
Ciciora said he thought progress was
being made at the bargaining table
regarding the interface decoder and digital standards, with both sides willing to
give alittle.
"I have been greatly encouraged by the
(actions) over the last couple of weeks,"
Bailey told the audience. He said he
recently argued the merits of digital standards with the NCTA Board of Directors. "I
left that meeting feeling strongly arelease
of tension."
Indeed, the FCC has ahistory of yielding to compromise solutions hammered
out by the affected industries. But the
Commission has to recognize that this
amendment was written with frustrated
viewers in mind-not the EIA or NCTA.
Perhaps the best news out of the latest
round of talks is that there is consensus
that additional consumer education is
needed. Ciciora, for one, believes that if
consumers are properly educated about
possible solutions to the interface conundrum that many will be able to enjoy most
of the features they've paid for.
Furthermore, there is precious little time
to arrive at aconsensus. Although the
Commission has until October to report its
findings to Congress, most of the work
has to be completed before the August
recess, said one FCC staffer. CED
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DEFINING PMD

Answering Ilt
mines 1011S
Causes and

effects of PMD

By Leslie Ellis, CEO

Almost two years ago, engineers at a

Jones system in Tampa, Fla. experienced
apuzzling phenomenon during an installation of singlemode AM fiber. The problem, as Ken Hisle, system engineering
manager at Jones recalls, was nothing
short of peculiar: time-varying composite
second order distortions swings of ± 30
dB (from nominal) over random time
spans. The Jones incident was followed
by abrief flurry of similar cases in cable
systems across the nation.
Cable engineers, curious and befuddled by the random distortions, began
querying AT&T engineers, who scurried
back to their N.J.-based laboratories to
isolate the problem.
The culprit was arare and quirky fiber
affliction identified as PMD, or polarization
mode dispersion. However, while AT&T
engineers are quick to recognize the fiber
malady (and cable engineers whose systems were affected are just as quick to
commend AT&T's efforts to resolve the
problem), they also stress that PMD is not
the sole cause of the odd second order
problems witnessed by Jones, TCI and
other cable operators. Rather, they stress
that PMD and other factors including laser
chirp, polarization-dependent loss (introduced by optical couplers, optical isolators and some faulty splices) and other
isolated variables all blend to create the
time-varying second order distortions. In
fact, some systems which mistakenly
thought they were suffering from PMD in
actuality found faulty optical couplers and
over-driven lasers as the reason for their
second-order problems.
"If there was no such thing as DFB laser
chirp, the dispersion effects found in singlemode fibers would not be an issue-the
time-varying second order distortions
wouldn't exist," says one cable engineer
familiar with the problem. "The two most
definitely go together."
Cable engineers and AT&T officials
both agree that PMD is not currently a
problem with singlemode optical fibers-in
fact, AT&T recently issued aspecification
to characterize maximum PMD thresholds
for all current and forthcoming fiber prod-

ucts. "At one time, we saw time-varying
second order problems on about 60 percent of our systems," says Richard
Rexroat, VP of engineering for TCI. "It's all
been corrected now."

What is Pell)?

Polarization mode dispersion is as slippery to define as it is to identify and correct, it seems. Briefly put, PMD is atime
delay of the propagating modes of light
traveling along an optical fiber, caused by
aproperty of optical fibers called "birefringence." Birefringence, in turn, stems from
both intrinsic and extrinsic causes. The
intrinsic causes-fiber core geometry and
internal fiber stress-happen at the manufacturing level. Extrinsic causes such as
radial pressure (when fibers rest against
each other in acable), bending and torsion, happen after the fiber is manufactured, usually during packaging of the
optical fibers or during field installation.
The effect? "PMD, like chromatic dispersion, can restrict the bandwidth of an
optical fiber by spreading pulses in digital
systems, and distorting video waveforms
in analog AM systems," AT&T officials
stated in arecent press release related to
PMD.
Clearly, PMD cannot be adequately
defined without first reviewing the basics
of singlemode fiber optic cable design.
Despite its name, singlemode fiber actually consists of two, orthogonally polarized
modes. These two modes can be visualized as light vibrations propagating forward, at right angles to each other, along
an x- and y-axis, says Jim Refi, distinguished member of technical staff or
AT&T.
In aperfect world-if the fiber is "perfect
in its geometry (circular) and is perfectly
straight, with perfect optical properties in
the xand ydirections," Refi
describes-then the speed at which light
propagates through the fiber on the x-axis
is the same as the speed at which .t propagates on the y-axis. In optical terns, the
indices of refraction on the xand ymodes
are identical; both modes propagate at
the same velocity, arrive at the same time
and the signal is in the proper polarization
state when it reaches the optical receiver.
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However, the world isn't perfect. When
differences occur in the refractive indices
of the two propagating modes (a property
referred to as "birefringence"), adelay is
introduced. This delay, measured in
picoseconds (millionths of amillionth of a
second), is what causes PMD.
"PMD is atime phenomenon," Refi
explains, "caused when the effective
index of refraction in the x-direction differs
from the effective index of refraction in the
y-direction. When we talk about PMD,
we're talking about adifference in the
arrival times between the polarizations on
the two axes."

Intrinsic causes of biretringence

Geometry discussions relevant to PMD
usually focus on the overall circularity (or
non-circularity) of the fiber's core. An elliptical, or oval-shaped core effectively
lengthens one of the polarization modes
within the fiber. Light vibrating along the
lengthened (major) axis, then, has farther
to propagate and hence travels at a
slower speed than the light on the shorter
(minor) axis. "Core ellipticity can certainly
have asignificant effect on PMD," Refi
says.
Fiber core ellipticity has long been suspected as amajor contributor to PMD,
particularly by Corning Inc.
officials-whose optical fiber products
reportedly offer ahighly circular core and
cladding, and as such have negligible
PMD properties. "One of the frustrations
we have at Corning is that we have yet to
discover for ourselves any field issues
with our fiber. So instead we've focused
our efforts on understanding other variations that cause time-varying secondorder distortions, like laser chirp and
polarization dependent losses," says
Doug Wolfe, senior applications engineer
for Corning Inc.
AT&T, for its part, does not deny fiber
geometry is acontributor to PMD. "AT&T's
polarization maintaining fiber has acircular core, but relies on an elliptical
cladding to induce the internal stresses
needed to change the index of refraction
along each axis," Refi said in an NCTA
Show technical session on distortions last
month.
What AT&T does dispute, Refi says, is
the ability to reliably predict PMD solely
on the basis of geometry. "Because the
PMD level of singlemode fibers relates to
adelicate interplay between geometry,
external forces and internal stresses, the
PMD of afiber can't be predicted from a
knowledge of only one causal contributor," Refi says. Other contributors include
polarization mode coupling along the
fiber, varying fiber lengths, and the imprecision of measuring small core ovalities,
Refi explains.
A second intrinsic cause of birefrin-
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By Bill Gardner, consultant member of
technical staff, AT&T Bell Laboratories

pulsed lasers and high-speed electronics.(A picosecond actually represents a
millionth of amillionth of asecond.)
When events become too fast to measure in the time domain, asolution can
sometimes be found in the frequency
domain. This is indeed the case with
polarization mode dispersion.This article,
then, will focus on the use of the frequency domain to isolate and measure
polarization mode dispersion in singlemode fiber.

S

everal methods for measuring polarization mode dispersion (PMD) are utilized in
the half-dozen or so commercial instruments now on the market. Although the
various methods differ in their details,
most measure the change in the output
state of polarization (SOP) as the wavelength of the source changes.

PMD defined

Since polarization mode dispersion is a
difference in the velocity with which the
two states of polarization travel through a
fiber, why not measure the time delay difference between two pulses of different
polarization?
This time domain approach has been
successful for may years in measuring
intermodal dispersion in multimode fibers.
Polarization mode dispersion is much
weaker than intermodal dispersion, however.
The differential delays are on the order
of apicosecond rather than ananosecond, and hence exceed the limits of
58

electronics.
Although
there are several ways of
implementing
this idea, the
Telecommunications
Industry
Association
(TIA) currently
has the version shown in
Figure 1
under consid-

Test advantage: simplicity

Broadband
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Using the
frequency domain
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In anon-PMD environment
If there were no polarization mode dispersion, the state of polarization would
remain unchanged as light travels through
afiber. With PMD, the state of polarization
constantly changes as the light travels,
and the change depends on the wavelength of the light. If the input state of
polarization is fixed, the output state of
polarization will vary as the source wavelength is changed.
The larger the polarization mode dispersion, the more the variation will be. This
then provides ameans of measuring PMD
that requires no pulses or high-speed

Although this test method has been
given the designation FOTP-113 (for Fiber
Optic Test Procedure number 113), it has
not yet been approved by TIA, and hence
does not have the status of astandard.
The test procedure described within this
article has the advantage of simplicity: it is
basically afiber spectral loss set with two
polarizers added (see Figure 1).
The broadband source generates light
over awide wavelength range (1300 nm
to 1650 nm, for example). With both of the
polarizers fixed in orientation, the optical
spectrum analyzer measures apower
P2(?,) passing through Polarizer 2as a
function of the source wavelength. With
Polarizer 2removed from the beam, this
power becomes P-ro r(k). A sample plot of
the ratio:
R(X)=P2(X)/P -ro -r0t)
is shown in Figure 2. The orientation of the
two polarizers is generally not important.

Polarizer purposes
The purpose of Polarizer 2is to convert
difficult-to-measure state of polarization
(SOP) changes into easy-to-measure
changes in the power P2(2‘). Dividing P2(?,)
by P-ro-r(X) will eliminate any spectral
effects arising in the source or detector.
The oscillations in R(?) will then be a
measure of how rapidly the SOP emerging
from the fiber changes with wavelength.
This effect is illustrated in Figure 2(next
page).
This rate of change of SOP with wavelength is proportional to the fiber's polarization mode dispersion. If R(?.) has "N"
maxima (or minima) over the wavelength
from Xi to X.2,then:
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prop _kNX 1

2

(1 2-X1)C

where:
c=the speed of light
k= amode coupling factor which

•
equals 1.0 in
the absence of
any coupling
between polarizations.
As polarization coupling
increases, "k"
decreases; the
value for
strong coupling is about
0.8.
Note from
the above formula that PMD
has units of
time; picoseconds (10 -12 )is aconvenient unit. This time
represents the delay difference between
the two polarization states for this particular fiber.

e

e

e
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KFURE 2

The state of

polarization

1.0

emerging from
the fiber is

0.8

sensitive to the

fiber

0.6
RR)

configuration

0.4
0.2
0.0
1300

Coupling ellecis
If there is no polarization coupling in the
fiber, this PMD value can be divided by
the fiber length to get the PMD coefficient
in ps/km. If there is astrong coupling
(which is generally the case for any fiber
longer than afew hundred meters), the
polarization mode dispersion can be
divided by the square root of the fiber
length to get the PMD coefficient in

1400

1500

1600

Wavelength (nm)
pshikm.
The polarization mode dispersion measured in this way is really the time delay
difference averaged over the wavelength
range X1 to A. 2.
This average has generally not been

found to have astrong wavelength dependence.
Any wavelength dependence in the time
delay difference would be affected by
polarization coupling, which means that it
would vary with time and temperature.
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Thus, some averaging over either wavelength or time improves measurement
repeatability, and probably does not
cause any useful information to be lost.
The state of polarization emerging from
the fiber is sensitive to the fiber configuration.
The positions of the peaks and to some
extent the appearance of the pattern in
Figure 2can be changed by rearranging
the coils of the test fiber.
However, the measured polarization
mode dispersion is determined not by the
positions of individual peaks, but by the
density of peaks (N over agiven X2-X 1
range), which is much less affected by
rearranging the fiber coils.

Broadband sources
The "broadband source" in Figure 1
could in fact be anarrowband source that
is tunable over abroad range. Wavelength selection could also be achieved
by amonochromator, instead of an optical
spectrum analyzer.
All N peaks can be resolved only if
there is adequate spectral resolution Al,
which is the instrumental spectral width,
or the wavelength step size, whichever is
larger.
For Xin the vicinity of 1550 nm, arule of
thumb is that AX(nm) should be less than
the reciprocal of the largest PMD (in

e

e

e

picoseconds) that must be measured.
The best accuracy is obtained by making (X 2-X 1)large enough to insure that N
is considerably greater than A. Values of
N in the range of three to 20 are typical.

Percentage uncertainties
When N is at the low end of this range,
the percentage uncertainties in both N
and polarization mode dispersion
(because of a
±1 uncertainty in N)
become
large. At the
upper end of
the range,
instrumental
broadening
may result in
some adjacent peaks
not being
resolved.
The lowest
values of
polarization
mode dispersion that could be measured
by this technique can be calculated by
minimizing the numerator and maximizing
the denominator in the polarization mode
dispersion formula.
The formula gives aminimum polariza-

This test

method has

been submitted

to the TIA

for standards

consideration

The Best Way to
Strip, Core & Crimp
Only Cablematic makes
tools for every "Made in
USA" type of cable. Using
the right tool for the job results in Quality, Safety &
Productivity. Your answer -Cablematic cable
preparation tools.

e Reader Service No. 30

e
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tion mode dispersion equal to 0.016
picoseconds by setting:
N=1
k= 0.8
X1=1300 nm
X2=1650 nm and
c=300µm/psec
The largest value that could be measured is determined by the test set's
spectral resolution AX.
If this is 0.1 nm, then the rule of thumb
above says that the largest PMD measurable at 1550 nm is approximately:
(0.1) -1 = 10 psec.
These upper and lower limits for this
particular method cover most cases of
practical interest.

Exlrema identification
In the presence of noise and/or strong
mode coupling, the identification of
extrema in R(X) may be more difficult in
the example of Figure 2.
An algorithm with the following features
is useful in identifying extrema:
1. A polynomial is fit to several (roughly
16) adjacent points of R(X) to provide a
smoothed curve.
2. An extremum is defined as apoint
where the wavelength derivative of this
smoothed curve changes sign.
This type of algorithm makes possible
the automation of the measurement. cED
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1993 is the first time since 1985 that American cable television systems are required to
meet specific, federally enforced, technical standards of performance. The requirements
were negotiated by the cable television industry in conjunction with several organizations representing the nation's franchise authorities, then established as law by the
Federal Communications Commission.
These proof of performance standards have become the important benchmarks by which
American cable systems are now judged. This chart illustrates, in one all-encompassing
table, each standard, the number of channels upon which each test must be performed,
how often each test is to be conducted and the type of equipment needed to do the test.
It provides a convenient reference for professional technicians to achieve and maintain
compliance with the standards.
The National Cable Television Institute, CED magazine and its advertisers are pleased to
provide this chart as a focal point of excellence in performance throughout 1993 and
beyond.
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STANDARD

NUMBER OF CHAN

4.5 MHz ± 5kHz at subscriber terminal and output
of modulating or processing equipment

4channels minimum, +1 ch;
100 MHz or fractional increa
5channels/101-216 MHz;
6channels/217-300 MHz;
7channels/301-400 MHz;
8channels/401-500 MHz

odBmV at subscriber terminal
3.0 dBmV at end of 100' drop cable connected to
tap

All NTSC or similar video ch

Not to vary more than 8dB within any
six month interval (measured before the converter)

All NTSC or similar video ch

Within 3.0 dB of any visual carrier within
6MHz

All NTSC or similar video ch

Within 10 dB of the visual signal level on
any other channel on acable system of up
to 300 MHz. A 1dB increase in level separation
for each additional 100 MHz of bandwidth:
11dB for a400 MHz,
12 dB for 500 MHz,
13 dB for 600 MHz.

All NTSC or similar video ch

A maximum level that will not overload
the subscriber's receiver or terminal.

All NTSC or similar video ch

10 dB-17 dB below the associated visual
signal level. Baseband converter: 6.5 dB-17 dB
below the associated visual signal level.

All NTSC or similar video ch

± 2dB from 0.75 MHz to 5.0 MHz at tap and
before converter (prior to Dec. 30, 1999) above
lower boundary frequency of CATV channel
(referenced to average of highest and lowest
amplitudes)

4channels minimum, +1 chi
100 MHz or fractional increa
5channels/101-216 MHz;
6channels/217-300 MHz;
7channels/301-400 MHz;
8channels/401-500 MHz

Carrier to noise shall not be less than:
1) 36 dB (June 30, 1992-June 30, 1993)
2) 40 dB (June 30, 1993-June 30, 1995)
3) 43 dB (As of July 1, 1995)

4channels minimum, +1 ch;
100 MHz or fractional increa5channels/101-216 MHz;
6channels/217-300 MHz;
7channels/301-400 MHz;
8channels/401-500 MHz

Not less than 51 dB for non-coherent (standard)
CATV systems (modulated carriers and time-averaged)
Not less than 47 dB for coherent (HRC/IRC) CATV
systems (modulated carriers and time-averaged)

4channels minimum, +1 ch;
100 MHz or fractional increa5channels/101-216 MHz;
6channels/217-300 MHz;
7channels/300-400 MHz;
8channels/401-500 MHz

Not less than 18 dB (manufacturer's specifications)
and sufficient to prevent subscriber-caused terminal reflections

4channels minimum, +1 ch;
100 MHz or fractional incre
5channels/101-216 MHz;
6channels/217-300 MHz;
7channels/301-400 MHz;
8channels/401-500 MHz

Not to exceed 3% of visual signal level

Only on asingle channel wit
unmodulated carrier

Within 170 ns

4channels minimum, +1 ch;
100 MHz or fractional increa
5channels/101-216 MHz;
6channels/217-300 MHz;
7channels/301-400 MHz;
8channels/401-500 MHz

Not to exceed ± 20%

4channels minimum, +1 chi
100 MHz or fractional increa
5channels/101-216 MHz;
6channels/217-300 MHz;
7channels/301-400 MHz;
8channels/401-500 MHz

Not to exceed ± 10 degrees

4channels minimum, +1 ch;
100 MHz or fractional increa
5channels/101-216 MHz;
6channels/217-300 MHz;
7channels/301-400 MHz;
8channels/401-500 MHz

< 54 MHZ = 15 mV/m @ 30 m
54-216 MHz =20 mV/m @ 3m
> 216 MHz = 15 mV/m @ 30 m

4channels minimum, +1 ch;
100 MHz or fractional incre
5channels/101-216 MHz;
6channels/217-300 MHz;
7channels/301-400 MHz;
8channels/401-500 MHz
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Spectri
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annels

2xyear

SLM, s
or auto

annels

In July or August and January or February,
1test each channel every 6hours for each
24 hour test.

SLM,
or autor

annels

In July or August and January or February,
1test each channel every 6hours for each
24 hour test.

SLM, s
or auto

annels

In July or August and January or February,
1test each channel every 6hours for each
24 hour test.

SLM, s
or auto

annels

2xyear

SLM, s
or auto

annels

2xyear

SLM, E
or auk

tnnel every
se:

2xyear

Sweer
or aut.

innel every
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or
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Vector:
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innel every

1xevery 3years

Vector:
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innel every
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1xevery 3years

Vector:
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trine' every
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FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW
THE DIFFERENCE
Call

1800 645-5104
In NY State 516 231-6900

Leader Instruments Corporation
380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788

VIDEO SWEEP
...
e .

Leader, a major manufacturer of test equipment in us
throughout the world, offers a wide range of video an
RF test equipment designed to evaluate system perfo
mance and facilitate compliance measurements. Fc
example. the Model 408 video generator provides anun
ber of test patterns that include both baseband multibur:
and video sweep of 5MHz and 15 MHz as well as modt
lated stairstep for DG/DP measurements. Programmabl
parameters make the modulated stairstep meet FCC c
NTC-7 levels. The 408 also provides VHF/UHF output
on cable channels and can be programmed for 100 te:
setups. Other equipment in the line include a dedicate
sweep generator, combination waveform/vector mon
tors, fully automatic cable level meters, and analog an
digital oscilloscopes, etc.

L._ NATIONAL
GABLE
TELEVISION
INSTITUTE
)F EQUIPMENT
/m malyzer, frequency counter,
matO testing system

_ystem analyzer, spectrum analyzer,
mated test system
stem analyzer, spectrum analyzer,
=nated test system
ystem anayzer, spectrum analyzer,
mated test system
ystem analyzer, spectrum analyzer,
mated test system

ystem analyzer, spectrum analyzer,
mated test system
ystem analyzer, spectrum analyzer,
-mated test system
transmitter/receiver, spectrum analyzer,
mated test system

ANNOUNCING
NCTI's NEW
Tests & Measurements Course:
Release Date: May 1993

INCLUDES
FCC Proof of Performance
•Technical Standards
•Testing Requirements
•Testing Procedures
Set Up Procedures
Step-by-Step Operation Procedures
Calculation Procedures
Calibration Procedures
Measurement Procedures
System Parameter Theory
•Signal Levels
•Frequencies
•Distortions
Theory of Operation

BENEFITS
ystem analyzer, spectrum analyzer,
mated test system

analyzer, spectrum analyzer,
mated test systems

Comply with FCC Technical Standards
Increase Testing Skills
Reduce Maintenance Time
Save Training Time
Save Training Dollars
Self-Paced Study
Validate Learning
Receive Industry-Recognized Certification

TUTORIAL FOR
•FCC Proof of Performance Testing
•Preventive Maintenance
•Demand Maintenance
•System Performance Monitoring
•Test Equipment Training

tcturer's specifications

FEATURES
ystem analyzer, spectrum analyzer,
mated test system
scope, waveform monitor,
mated test system

scope, waveform monitor,
mated test system

•Video Measurement Set
•Computerized Automated Remote
Testing and Monitoring System
•Signal Leakage Detectors
•Signal Level Meters
•Spectrum Analyzers
•Sweep Transmitters & Receivers
•Vectorscope
•Waveform Monitor

801 W. Mineral Ave., Littleton, CO 80120-4501

scope, waveform monitor,
mated test system

(303) 797-9393 Fax (303) 797-9394

ystem analyzer, or spectrum
and dipole, leakage field
hmeter
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Meets all field FCC
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requirements
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THEFT OF SERVICES
F-IURE 1

Lost opportunity revenue

Lost opportunity
$69,862

Vacation rate
$32,590

Residential
$13,552

Commercial
$32.969

V Plan for along-term
commitment, allowing
time for development
of the security program.
V Include the security
manager in strategic
management for the /
entire system.
V Emphasize pre-hire
screening and employee training.
V Select amanager
will full program responsibility.
V Include the security
department on the interdepartmental team,

Strategies Mr success

Source: Comcast
Cablevision of Philadelphia

signal security
management

approach

By Philip Cochetti,
Area Security Manager,
Comcast Cablevision of Philadelphia

Philadelphia, acity of 1.6 million people,
was originally serviced by four separate
cable franchises. Comcast Cablevision of
Philadelphia was one of the franchises
and it eventually acquired another. These
two franchises encompass half the city,
serving asubscriber base of approximately 155,000. while passing 329,000
homes on a 1,400-mile cable system.
These statistics translate to adensely
populated urban community consisting
primarily of row homes, neighborhood
businesses and multi-family dwelrings.
After the acquisition, Comcast converted to a 100 percent Jerrold addressable system. This advanced technology
was originally thought to be the answer to
unauthorized reception problems. Although addressable convertors have enhanced customer service and minimized
truck rolls, they are asecurity nightmare.
The "underground' has produced counterfeit erasable programmable chips and
acquired illegal equipment ('pancakes")
which defeat addressability by rep:acing
it. Therefore, the control of the signal is in
the home of the perpetrator, making it
much more difficult to prove illegal reception of signal and retrieve evidence for

62

prosecution.
Recent estimates by the National Cable
Television Association's Office of Cable
Signer Theft conservatively place the loss
of revenue at $4.7 billion per year. That is
almost 20 percent of annual gross industry revenues.
Comcast management realized aproblem of this magnitude justified asecurity
department with afull-time manager. The
capture of this potential "lost opportunity"
revenue became ahigh-priority goal.

Program.objetives

An important bun

of the partnership i'

Senior management recognized the necessity of ateam approach to the security
problem. Realizing that the "whole is always greater than the sum of its parts,"
Comcast formed an interdepartmental
team of representatives from human resources, marketing, sales, customer service, engineering and security. Each
member contributed to the team adifferent point of view and separate resources.
Each shared the responsibility of setting
realistic goals for capturing lost revenue
because of oversights in company procedure and theft of service.
The team generated the following objectives for the fledgling security department:
Focus on changing employee and customer attitudes about cable theft.
CED :C OMMUNICATION E NGINEERING & DESIGN

Senior managemeni
decided that effective
and productive cable
systems in the 21st
century will include se'
curity in all planning
discussions. Security must assume the
same level of importance as every other
major department. Simply put, the securit
function is the means by which the senior
manager can provide the greatest protec
tion of assets and resources for the least
investment. Security is regarded as ane
essary component that contributes to the
effectiveness, quality and profitability of
the cable system. This may be the first
time security has been viewed as arevenue-generating department. It is considered part of the business process and
sold from the top of the organization
down. In short, security is becoming a
business center within the organization
concerned with cost and profit.
An important
benefit of the
security and
cable partnership and the
ownership of
the security
program by
senior management is
that every employee becomes asecurity representative. Each person accepts some responsi
bility for security in his or her own area.

that everyon

becomes asecuri

representative

Implementation
The security manager is responsible for
minimizing risk, maximizing effectiveness,
and optimizing human and capital resources.
Internal campaign. The team analysis of internal vulnerabilities yielded the
following needs:

JU LY 1993

V Clear procedures for customers reporting suspected cable theft.
Training for personnel responding to
customers reporting cable theft.
V A written "theft of service" policy to
communicate to all employees and subcontractors.
V Analysis of the integrity of the subscriber database software.
t/ A test tap audit of multi-dwelling units.
External campaign. The team also
formulated an external theft of service
campaign. The strategy was to develop
high profile publicity for the Comcast security program by prosecuting in federal
court asignificant population of subscribers stealing service.
The external campaign consisted of the
following:
Implementing countermeasures to disable illegal equipment and leverage subscribers.
V Conducting electronic "channel swap"
countermeasures.
V Performing undercover investigations of
commercial establishments pirating payper-view programming.
V Making unscheduled residential service
calls, swapping convertors, creating a
proper chain of evidence, prosecuting
customers when appropriate and publicizing resulting theft of service lawsuits.

Results 01 internal campaigns

By implementing atheft of service policy, CSR in-service training, employee
awareness and "award" programs, Corncast has documented 1,104 cases of
unauthorized or illegal cable service to the
pirates' homes or businesses.
Since the adoption of the written theft of
service policy, clearer directions have
been communicated to the staff, resulting
in less reliance on individual interpretation. As aconsequence of the new procedures, employee morale has improved.
Employees are noticing and reporting potential problems that previously would
have gone unchecked.
Database integrity: Vacation
rate. Comcast offers avacation rate to
subscribers who go on extended vacations. It reduces the monthly charge for
basic service from $25.99 to $5. During
this period, the customer receives only
"barker" screens. The policy was formulated by the Comcast organization whose
primary focus is on customer satisfaction.
However, because there were no security
measures in place, it has been abused.
The security team reviewed all subscribers on vacation rate. Of 295 subscribers, 168 were identified as blatant
abusers. They were contacted by customer service supervisors and their upgrades resulted in increased revenue of
$32.590 per year.
Database integrity: Commercial

accounts. We reviewed all commercial
accounts and discovered that the CableData software automatically identified all
second outlets as residential rather than
commercial. This software error resulted
in commercial establishments with secondary outlets receiving both commercial
and residential programming.
Of 491 commercial accounts, 224 were
receiving unauthorized residential programming. This investigation into "lost opportunity" revenue resulted in asaving of
$69,862.
Tap audit test. The tap auditors began targeting known areas of high illegal
use, which are multi-dwelling units. The
goal was to convert at least 25 percent of
the illegals. Prior to beginning the audit,
the team decided to test two methods of
approaching the customers with illegal
service to determine which method would
be more effective in converting them to
paying customers.
Complex 1contained 100 apartment
units. Of that number, 24 were found to be
illegal. A "hard-sell" letter, written and
signed by the security manager, was sent
to each illegal. Within days, asalesperson
personally contacted the individual resident. Using this method, 12 of the 24 illegals were converted.
Complex 2also contained 100 units. Of
that number, 20 were found to be illegal.
A "soft-sell" letter, written and signed by a
sales representative, was sent to each illegal. Within days asalesperson personally
contacted the individual resident. This
method converted five of the 20 illegals.

Results ol the external campaign
Electronic scrambling countermeasures
were begun in October 1992. This procedure destabilizes illegal convertors and
chips primarily
affecting the
pay-per-view illegals. Comparison of revenue for fourthquarter 1992 to
fourth-quarter
1991 has
shown an increase of 10
percent of payper-view purchases.
Electronic "channel swap" countermeasures against residential pirates identified
258 illegals of which 167 are potentially
prosecutable. The main goal was not to
generate income, but to generate publicity and advertise the fact that Comcast
was instituting a"get tough" policy toward
pirates. Because the intention was to
prosecute in federal court, 20 irrefutable
cases were selected. These have all been
filed.

Combating theft of
service is the

challenge for the

future of the cable
industry.

T HE PREMIER M AGAZINE OF B ROADBAND T ECHNOLOGY

Negotiated settlements of other residential cases have resulted in $13,552 in
revenue. Four of the cases were settled
for $2,000 each.
The investigations of commercial establishments pirating pay-per-view uncovered 35 bars receiving unauthorized programming. Currently, 13 are in litigation in
federal court and nine have negotiated
settlements, generating $32,969 in revenue.

summary

During the expansion years, theft of service and security management were not
even considerations. However, current industry estimates put lost income due to
cable theft at about 20 percent of annual
gross revenues.
With today's slow growth in the subscriber base, aconsiderable percentage
of revenues generated will come from
streamlining the organization and instituting an effective theft of service program.
This calls for the formation of permanent
security departments for major cable systems throughout the country.
The program requires ateam approach,
enrolling all departments in the effort to
stop theft. Security must be included as a
member of the team. The cable industry,
which is service-oriented, needs the input
of the security point of view at the policymaking level. Potential security risks can
be detected during policy development
rather than implementation. This proactive
approach will allow for greater control and
creativity, rather than the typical reactive
approach, which amounts to "putting out
fires."
The team approach is paramount to the
success of the endeavor. Other members
of the team will serve to buffer the firm
stance taken by security personnel. There
is aneed to enlist every department,
every employee as well as the general
public, all of who need facts about how
cable theft affects management, employees and the honest consumer. Having all
departments represented on the team
makes these goals more realistic.
This is just the first major crime wave to
specifically affect the cable industry. Theft
is an evolutionary process. As soon as we
offer aservice that must be purchased,
the criminal element will devise aplan to
obtain it illegally. As countermeasures are
devised, they come up with new techniques; as new programs are presented,
they ferret out weaknesses and take advantage.
Combating theft of service is the challenge for the future of the cable industry.
Comcast, through its team approach, has
set up asecurity program that has, in six
months, generated $149,000 in revenue
and lost service.
The gauntlet is down. cED
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Cable TV: al a
az crossroads
By Gary Kim, CED

T

here's aword to describe what lies ahead for
the cable TV industry. Metamorphosis. For like a
caterpillar entering its cocoon, the cable TV industry will emerge from the coming transition period
as acreature far different than the one that went
in. "Whatever we are today, we won't be in five
years," says David Woodrow, Cox Cable operations vice president. What's ahead is the erasure
of all the boundaries separating today's telecommunications industries-cable TV, local telephone,
long-distance telephone, cellular telephone, paging and private radio. Those line of business distinctions, as apractical-not simply legal and regulatory-matter, will disappear completely sometime
within the next five to 10 years. Without adoubt,
"cable is at acrossroads," says Geoff Roman,
Jerrold Communications vice president. "It's conceivable 10 years from now that you'll have one
provider offering cable, telephone and personal
communications service."
The future role of the country's cable and telephone industries was explored during "Convergence '93," atwo-day conference hosted by Multichannel CommPerspectives in Denver in May.

Regulatory barriers (all

The fully
interactive
multimedia market
will be here
in five years
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More significantly, the regulatory and legal barriers that keep these players from being in any of
the other businesses likewise will come crashing
down within ascant 12 months to three years.
"The fully-interactive, full multimedia market will all
be here in five years," says Woodrow. "The Chinese wall (separating cable and telephone) will
come down in one to three years."
What we're facing, then, is more than an explosion of new competition in virtually all of the
telecommunications fields, though that development, in and of itself, will have far-reaching implications.
What's more important is the virtual disappearance of the existing structure of the telecommunications business, today, largely differentiated by
line of business restrictions. Cable TV companies
deliver video. Local telephone companies (Local
Exchange Carriers, or LECs) handle local telephone service. Long-distance firms (Interexchange Carriers, or IXCs) carry long-haul traffic.
Cellular carriers operate only in the wireless
arena. Paging companies don't carry voice. Private radio carriers deal mostly in bursty voice
messages, typically offering quality far inferior to
the wireline telephone network. In tomorrow's
world, all that will have changed.
"We're an end-to-end business communications
provider, not along-distance carrier," says Rick
Calder, MCI Communications Corp. director, personal communications services. "We must serve
CED :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

customers end to end, with mass market products." Among the products MCI wants to provide
is PCS, working with local market partners to provide anational brand identity, nationwide roaming
and interoperability and local, on-the-ground
presence. AT&T, which already nas acquired a
33-percent stake in McCaw Cellular CommunicaBOB SULLIVAN
tions, appears
also to have a
similar strategy in mind.
McCaw is
the largest
U.S. cellular
telephone
carrier, and
arguably the
fastest-growing. McCaw
operates in
100 markets,
areas representing 100
million potential customers, or
"POPs."
About 80 percent of those Brendan Clouston of TCI
potential customers live in the 30-largest U.S.
population centers. Though celluilar is licensed as
alocal business, on alocation-by-location basis,
what McCaw has built is asingle, natonal cellular
business.
AT&T's long-distance network will improve the
McCaw network's ability to provide roaming capabilities and
BOB SULLIVAN
new types of
wireless data
services as
well. Under
terms of the
agreement,
McCaw also
can sell under
the AT&T
brand name,
and have access to
AT&T's marketing, sales,
customer service and distribution channels. Not to
mention access to the reDavid Woodrow of Cox
sources of
AT&T Bell Laboratories.
Keep in mind that AT&T has purchased an option to buy enough shares to control McCaw. That
means AT&T will ultimately control more cellular licenses than any other U.S. carrier, and oe able to
sell service through its nationwide network of
AT&T Phone Centers.

AT&T back in competition

If none of this seems remarkable consider that
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the AT&T-McCaw
merger represents the
first time since the Bell
system breakup in 1984
that the regional Bell
companies (RBOCs)
and AT&T will be in a
head-to-head competitive situation. Where
AT&T was forbidden to
be in the local telephone business, McCaw puts the company
back in, albeit using a
wireless local access
technology. The upshot
is that both AT&T and
MCI have sent clear signals that each will be an
end-to-end provider of
telecommunications
services, erasing the
distinction between an
IXC and aLEC, between acellular carrier
and an IXC in the
process.
Then there's the US
West Inc. investment in Time Warner Entertainment Co. What's the difference between acable
company and alocal telephone company? Separately, US West has announced that it will upgrade all networks within its own 14-state territory,
giving US West the ability to deliver video entertainment. Southwestern Bell, on amore-limited
scale, also has acquired two cable networks outside its operating territory, ana is partnering with
Cox Cable Communications, obviously to seek
further opportunities.

Tracking PCS as abusiness

40,

*

US West's cellular unit, New Vector, also sees
great opportunity in the wireless arena. "The PCS
opportunity is enormous," says New Vector President John DeFeo. "In 1981, we talked about three
percent total cellular penetration. Today, we think
it's north of 30 percent, around the year 2010.
Others think it could be bigger." The PCS opportunity also could be significant. "Ten years out, we
think PCS is a$40 to $60 billion business," says
Sue Mason, US West public policy director.
But here's where the lines between businesses
blur further. US West serves about 10 percent of
the U.S. population, "so 90 percent of the people
don't live where we are," says Mason. As aresult,
"we need to get outside our service boundaries,"
she says. "There's no reason we shouldn't compete with others in their core business. We know
people will attack ours."
Today, competitive access carriers (CAPs) are
firms that compete with local telephone companies to offer private line service to business customers. Today, all the U.S. CAPs combined don't
earn much more than afew hundred million dollars ayear. Altogether, private access is a$5 billion annual opportunity. But the private access
business pales before the $40 billion local telephone market, $17 billion annual switched access

e

e

e
BOB SULLIVAN

business and $11 billion regional iong-distance
market.

Watch lor CAP growth
While pr,vate access is nothing to snort at, "nobody's going to retire on private access," says
Phil Allen, vice president of Teleport Denver, one
of two CAPs operating in the Denver a'ea (Jones
Lightwave Ltd. just turned up its own network in
the downtown core area as well). So the next
move for all the CAPs is into the area of switched
services and switched access. That, in turn, will
expand the potential market to the point that the
$200 million annual revenue CAPs earn could
mushroom into a$1 billion market by 1996, argues Bob Prichard, Jones Lightwave Ltd. general
manager.
Teleport Communications Gmap President Bob
Annunziata agrees that vast growth lies ahead.
"We're already providing pay phone service and
our own operator service," says Annunziata.
"We aren't just aprivate line provider. We don't
feel we are aCAP. We are aloca: telecom company. We believe we are afull-service telecom
provider.'
Though not all CAPs may elect to take this
course, "very soon the CAP extends to the residential market," predicts Roman. Today's cable
operators wiJI likely play arole in that change, as
they begin providing "two-way voice over their
standard networks, and use the same platform for
PCS as weil," Roman says. The point is this: "we
are all communications carriers."
That's precisely the point. The cable TV industry
is headed for aperiod of convulsive upheaval, a
time when it ceases to be asimple provider of
video ente(tamment with statutory protection and
becomes part of the wider U.S. telecommunications industry. Nothing will be the same, ever
again. CED
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Rick Calder, Geoff
Roman, Sue Mason,
Mark Vonarx and Roger
Brown discuss
convergence issues.

The cable TV
industry is
headed for aperiod
of convulsive
upheaval
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N THE N EWS
Mark Manning and Larry Nelson,
Comm/Scope, receive award from
Comcast's Richard Pulley and
Charlie Cerino. Far right: Frank
Drendel, Comm/Scope

of wireless cable licenses in the
greater Memphis area from Multipoint Television Distributors for a
combination of cash, 150,000
shares of Short Takes stock (valued at $2/share) and aloan. The
company plans to begin transmission in Memphis in early 1994,
providing wireless cable services
to as many as 50,000 potential
customers in Tenn., Ark. and
Miss., officials say.

Bull lunds SecaGraphics

Comcast names Comm/Scope
"Supplier 01 Me Year" for 1992
HICKORY, NC.-Comm/Scope has won
Comcast's 1992 "Supplier of the Year"
award for the second time in arow. Corn cast selects the winner based on the results of asurvey of all the Comcast
systems around the country, plus the corporate engineering and purchasing
groups. The survey includes subjects
such as total quality level of service and
products, and competitive pricing.

TDMA, FDMA calls made

PORTLAND, Ore.-ADC Kentrox announced it has successfully completed sImultaneous TDMA and FDMA calls over
its CityCeIl digital, fiber-fed microcell system. The air interface for the calls was
provided by asingle wideband transceiver in aCityCell remote unit, located on
ADC Kentrox premises. The remote CityCell is connected to both TDMA and analog AMPS (adios at aCellular One cell site
by optical fiber. (Cellular One/Oregon is
currently testing TDMA technology in its
Portland network system.)
"This even signifies CityCell's transparency to multiple air interface standards, and underscores its capability to
help carriers bridge the transition from
analog to digital," explains Peter Carson,
asenior product manager for the Wireless
Systems Group at ADC Kendrox.

AOFR receives ISO-9001 rating

CANBERRA, Australia-AOFR Pty Limited,
an international supplier of fiber optic couplers and splitters, has received ISO-9001
certification via third-party certifier Det
Norske Ventas of Norway. The International Standards Organization 9000 is an
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internationally recognized standards-setting group that initiate quality standards
which allow organizations to minimize risk
to customers, while maximizing efficiency.
Third-party external certification provides
proof that the standards have been met or
exceeded.
ISO-9001 is amodel for quality assurance ;n design/development, production,
installation and servicing. Among the ISO9000 standard, it is the most comprehensive and demanding, AOFR officials say.
The scope of the ISO-9001 standard includes design and process control, inspection, testing and traceability.

AVIS lires up Minneapolis system

PHOENIX-American Wireless System has
announced the launch of awireless cable
system in the Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan statistical area (MSA).
Transmitting from the IDS Tower in
downtown Minneapolis, the company will
provide wireless cable or microwave television cable service to potential customers. American Wireless System is a
joint venture between Short Takes, Inc.
and Wireless Cable TV Associates #38, a
Californian general partnership. Short
Takes will manage the operations and
own a25 percent interest in the joint venture.
The Minneapolis system currently offers
28 television channels to subscribers, including four premium services, for alower
average cost than traditional or hardwire
cable services, Short Takes officials say.
The company has also signed aletter of
intent to develop asimilar system in Memphis, Tenn. Under the terms of the agreement, the company will acquire anumber
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BILLERICA, Mass.-Joining Time
Warner and TCI, Bull HN Information Systems has announced the acquisition of an
equity position in privately-held SecaGraphics Inc., acomputer-aided engineering and operations applications
software developer for the cable industry.
The value of the transaction was not disclosed.
According to Bull officials, the investment was made in support of the company's aggressive marketing efforts in the
CATV industry. The new equity arrangement will help both companies leverage
SecaGraphics expertise for cable operators.

Competitive council lormed

WASHINGTON-Leading cable operators,
Bell operating companies, long-distance
carriers, cellular firms, computer hardware
and software companies, broadcasters,
publishers, banks, universities, and labor
unions joined with the Council on Competitiveness recently in an "unprecedented
display of cooperation," Council members
say.
The meeting was initiated to speed the
development of 21st century information
infrastructures for the U.S.
"Although the U.S. now enjoys the
world's most advanced information infrastructure, that competitive advantage is
not assured," says George Fisher, chairman of the Council on Competitiveness
and CEO of Motorola, Inc.
"Stakeholders in government and industry must commit to acooperative relationship-perhaps unlike any they have
ever known-to develop an information infrastructure that is in the nation's best interest, rather than the interest of any
particular industry structure.
The group has already released apolicy report titled "Vision for a21st Century
Information Infrastructure," the first in a
series of such reports. The document defines what an information infrastructure re-
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ally is, asses the U.S. position in comparison to international competitors, addresses the roles of government and the
private sector and outlines the next steps
to be taken by the Council.

Corning earns ISO-9002 rating

CORNING, N.Y.-Corning Inc. has received ISO-9002 registration for its optical
fiber manufacturing facility in Wilmington,
N.C. The 9002 standard sets quality system thresholds for manufacturing of a
company's product, and is asubset of the
larger ISO-9000 standards.
"This world-recognized standard for
quality adds anew level of convenience
and confidence for Corning's customers,"
says Gerald J. McQuaid, VP, manufacturing and engineering for the company's
Telecommunication Products division.

Jerrold/G.I. inks deals

HATBORO, Pa.-Jerrold/General Instrument has announced aseries of deals
with domestic and international cable operators, including IBC Cable of Bangkok,
Thailand; Eurobell, Ltd. of the U.K. and Viacom Cable of Pittsburg, Calif.
Jerrold will supply IBC Cable with addressable, wireless convertors for the system's existing MMDS system in the Far
East. Over 800,000 TV households will
have access to IBC signals in greater
Bangkok.
This is thelirst use of addressable technology for IBC; installation began recently
with five channels of programming and
"several premium programs," Jerrold officials say.
Eurobell will purchase roughly $2.5 million worth of Jerrold equipment, including
its ICFT on-screen graphics convertor,
750 MHz distribution and fiber optic technology. The equipment will be used to
build Eurobell's Crawley, Horley and
Gatwick franchise areas in the U.K.
And in California, Viacom Cable will use
Jerrold gear to upgrade its Pittsburg system (in the San Francisco Bay area) with
addressable, on-screen display convertors which include RF-impulse PPV capabilities. In the deal, Viacom will purchase
100,000 convertors and associated headend equipment as apart of the Pittsburg
and other upgrades.

Public Cable, WGME-TV agree

PORTLAND, Maine-WGME-TV and Public
Cable Co. have announced the purchase
of ghost canceling equipment from Philips
Broadband Networks. Prior to the installation of the equipment, Philips officials say,
cable subscribers had received complaints from subscribers concerning minor
"ghosted" images on the channel carrying
the local station (WGME). To remedy the

problem, Public Cable and WGME purchased Philips Vector ghost canceller.

Hong Kong picks Power Guard

OPELIKA, Ala.-Power Guard has announced it will supply Wharf Cable of
Hong Kong with power supplies for its
system build, in construction now. The
system has 1.6 million passings, and is
expected to be completed within three
years.
Also, Power Guard has announced it
will sponsor agraduate fellowship in
Auburn University's Electrical Engineering
Department.
In making the award, Power Guard CEO
Curt Cope said that the relationship with
Auburn's Engineering Department fits into
his long-term strategy of keeping Power
Guard at the forefront of the rapidly evolving powering field for cable television and
communication industries around the
world.
In arelated announcement, Power
Guard has announced the opening of a
new engineering building at the company's international headquarters. The
3,500 square foot facility will house Power
Guard's lab research and development
center, as well as office space, alibrary, a
media center, and product demonstration
and training rooms.

S-A inks Navy, Chinese deals

ATLANTA-Scientific-Atlanta recently won
two separate bids with the U.S. Navy and
ajoint venture entity in the People's Republic of China.
S-A will supply $7.9 million worth of
equipment to the U.S. Navy as asubcontractor under prime contractor Westinghouse, Inc. The equipment will be used to
support production of the Navy's
AN/SQQ-89 combat system.
S-A's Signal Processing Systems Division in San Diego, Calif. will perform the
subcontracted work, which includes the
production of power supplies, voltage
regulators, power distribution units, control drivers, power amplifiers and an onboard trainer.
The AN/SQQ-89 combat system will integrate anti-submarine warfare sensors,
track management and weapon control on
board U.S. Navy DD963 "Spruance Class"
destroyers, CG47 "Ticonderoga Class"
guided missile cruisers and DDG51 "Arleight Burke Class" guided missile destroyers.
In aseparate announcement, ScientificAtlanta has announced its entry into ajoint
venture with four telecommunications
companies in China for the manufacture
of cable TV distribution equipment in
Shanghai. The joint venture is intended to
serve the cable industry in China, which is
expected to grow rapidly, S-A officials

say. The largest 300 Chinese cities-with
300 million people, 79 million homes
passed and 70 percent TV
penetration-are expected to begin cable
system construction "in the near future,"
S-A says.
S-A will have majority ownership 'and
operational responsibility for the joint venture, which will initially be capitalized at
$10 million. The other partners in the venture are Shanghai Optical Fiber Communications Corp., Shanghai Radio and
Television Development Corp., Shanghai
Post and Telecommunications Industrial
Corp. and Shanghai Jim Ling Co., Ltd.

Texscan announces Korean deal

EL PASO, Texas-Texscan Corp. has announced it will supply Goldstar Cable Co.
of Korea with its optical transmission and
opto/RF network devices for Korea.
Under the agreement, Goldstar may
also distribute Texcsan products internationally. Texscan equipment had previously been chosen and installed by Korea
Telecom in the Korean CATV Pilot Project
System, Texscan officials say.
Goldstar Cable is aKorean manufacturer of coaxial, fiber optic, high-voltage
and multi-purpose cable.

TV/Comm, AVEX agree

SAN DIEGO-TV/Com International has announced an agreement with AVEX Electronics for the manufacture of its new line
of satellite and video compression products.
AVEX, acontract manufacturing company, specializes in high-volume, finepitch surface mount technology and
integrated turnkey assembly. The deal
was struck to ensure any additional factory capacity required to meet production
schedules as TV/Comm produces its new
line of digital compression products for
the cable television industry.

Viacom acquires ICOM

NEW YORK-Viacom International has announced the acquisition of ICOM Simulations, asoftware development firm which
publishes CD-ROM and cartridge-based
video games.
ICOM will be folded into Viacom New
Media, which was created as aunit of Viacom Entertainment late last year to develop, produce, distribute and market
interactive software.

Wegener, Jones cooperate

DULUTH Ga. -Wegener Communications
has begun shipment of its DR180 digital
audio subcarriers to Jones Satellite Networks. The MPEG-based equipment will
be used by Jones for the company's
newest radio format, CD Country. CUD
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Automation
control systems
SIOUX FALLS, S.D.-New from Advanced
Audio Visual Systems are two systems
designed for the cable and broadcasting
industries. Its EVA automation control system, based on the company's ESbus line,
controls broadcast stations, network master controls and video libraries.
Its Access 200 turnkey system was
designed to increase buy rates of premium and PPV movie channels, multiply
the effectiveness of local ad channels and
provide subscribers with an electronic
guide, all on one channel. The system
works by providing amultiplexed image.
The 12 outside screens of the configuration can be programmed with "most
favorite" channels; or, new banks of 12
channels (up to 36 channels) can be displayed in one to 99 second intervals. Circle Reader Service No. 41

New trunk bridger from Augat

MANSFIELD, Mass-Augat Inc. has
announced release of its SDA MiniFlex
trunk bridger, designed for cable operators looking to add fiber to their service
architectures, or for telco operators looking for aless expensive trunk bridger without sacrificing performance specifications
in shorter cascades from fiber nodes.
The product features three dedicated
hybrid outputs, a90-percent efficient
switch mode power supply to reduce
power consumption, acrowbar surge protection to reduces RF plant outages, and
pre-and interstage pads and enlargers for
improved distortions and reduced alignment. The amplifier is available in bandwidths up to 1GHz. Further, aplug-in
AGC module is available. Circle Reader
Service No. 42

Satellite-tracking soltware

BOULDER, Colo.-Baylin Publications has
announced release of its "Satellite Toolbox" software, amenu-driven program
with four components including asatellite
database, aiming section, antenna sizing
and analysis component.
The satellite database lists all of the
world's communication spacecraft and
affiliated programming carriage. Information such as video and audio programming, transponder bandwidths, center
frequencies and polarization formats is
included in the database.
The aiming section performs automatic
calculations of magnetic deviation, compass heading, and azimuth bearing; the
antenna sizing section aid operators with
system parameter selection, such as G/T,
S/N ratio, C/N ratio and fade margins for
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Fiber optics training videos
KENT, Wash.-The Light Brigade has
announced availabiNty of five new
fiber optic training videos which
address concerns including components, test equipment, and safety.
(CEO reviewed the company's
"Fiber Optic Safety" training video in
its April edition. For more information,
satellites within vew of aselected site.
The analysis module calculates various
parameters relating to satellite reception,
including gain, beamwidth, focaJ distance, path loss, and slant distance. The
software is available for $95; catalog
available upon request. Circle Reader
Service No. 43

Microwave transmitter

TORRANCE, Calif.-New from Cable AML
is its ITX-1260 CARS-band broadband
transmitter, which it calls "the most powerful available." The transmitter has output
power equivalent to that of a 1260 watt
amplifier, and features amodular design
with easy-to-read diagnostics, Cable AML
officials say. The unit will includes afailsoft architecture which enables service
restoration at lower power levels without
service interruption; adoubly-redundant
configuration is also available. Circle
Reader Service No. 44

MMDS signal level meter

MIAMI, Fla.-Comex Worldwide Corp. has
announced availability of its new "MOM"
(for MMDS Operator's Meter) signal level
meter, designed for use on over-the-air,
MMDS and cable television signal level
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see CEO, April, 1993, p.113.)
Titles of the new training series
include:
V "Introduction to Fiber Optic Theory
and Fiber Structure"
V "Fiber Optic Cable, Preparation and
Installation"
V Fiber Optic Connectors, Splicing
measurements. What makes the unit
unique, Comex officials say, is that the
conventional need to haul extension
cords, power supplies, downconvertors,
antennas, asignal level meter and associated jumper cables is eliminated. With its
MOM unit and an integrated
antenna/downconvertor, technicians can
"go anywhere" to measure MMDS signals.
The unit offers frequency response of
50 MHz to 812 MHz, with accuracy of ±
20 kHz. Internal switches convert the unit
from NTSC to PAL or SECAM video platforms for international use. The meter
comes with apadded carrying case, battery recharger/power supply and acar
battery cord for "on the road" recharging.
Circle Reader Service No. 45

VIII data blanker

ROSVVELL, Ga. -New from Electronic System Products Inc. is its Model TG-100 VBI
data blanker,
designed to provide alow-cost
means with
which to remove
data from the
VBI data blanker
vertical blanking
interval of atelevision signal in cases
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Optical power meter

UTICA, N.Y.-New from Laser Precision
Corp. is its LP-5025 handheld optical
power meter, alow-cost unit designed to
measure optical power. When combined
with alight-emitting diode (LED) or laser
light source, the unit also
measures optical link
loss.
Features of the meter
include ameasurement
range of +10dBm to 70dBm, memory storage
of up to 100 loss measurements, apass/fail
mode with user-definable
thresholds, and report
printing capabilities via
an optional RS-232 interLP-5025
face. The unit also offers
27 calibrated wavelengths, with primary windows set at 780
nm, 850 nm, 1300 nm and 1550 nm. Circle Reader Service No. 47

Five new training videos
from The Light Brigade
and Patch Panels"
V "Fiber Optic Testing, Troubleshooting and Documentation"
V"Fiber Optic Safety"
The set is currently being offered at
aspecial price of $650. To address
both domestic and international training needs, all videos in the series are
available in both NTSC and PAL formats. The tapes can also be purchased individually.
Also, the Light Brigade has
announced release of anew video,
titled "Lasers and Applications,"
designed and developed for laser
industry professionals.
Light Brigade officials explain that
the new laser video addresses awide
variaty of concerns, and is targeted
for both the novelist and specialist in
laser technology. The training tape
covers the background of lasers, how
they work, types of lasers and their
applications. Laser trends and development are also explained, Light
Brigade officials say. Circle Reader
Service No. 40

Fiber inspection microscope

where the data provider does not have a
distribution contract with the operator.
According to James O. Farmer, VP of
ESP, television broadcasters and cablecasters are beginning to sell more of their
VBI space to external data providers, and
as such anumber of cable operators have
expressed concern over losing the ability
to participate in this data distribution business-which has been ruled to be the
property of the cable operator.
The TG-100 works by selectively removing data on lines 10-20 in the VBI of any
baseband signal. It does not remove the
closed captioning data located on line 21,
which cable operators must pass. The unit
does not require rack space, and is
designed to fit "almost anywhere" in the
headend, Farmer says. It features afailsafe relay which bypasses the active circuitry in the case of apower failure.
In addition to being used to remove
data from the VBI, the TG-100 can also
remove noise from any line(s) in the VBI.
This is useful when the cable operator is
using that line to measure noise introduced in the distribution plant (as part of
FCC tests). The TG-100 is priced at
$250.00, with quantity discounts available. Circle Reader Service No. 46

LACONIA, N.H.-Noyes Fiber Systems has
announced an expansion to its line of fiber
optic connector inspection microscopes
through its OFS300-400x microscope. The
microscope offers 400x magnification and
allows for amore precise inspection of
polished connectors or cleaved fiber
ends. It includes asnap-on connector
interface, so as to center the connector.
The microscope also includes abuilt-in
laser safety filter for use when viewing
connectors on active transmission systems. The microscope can be purchased
as astandalone or complete set. Circle
Reader Service No. 48

Microwave liber link

ALHAMBRA, Calif.-New from Ortel Corp.
is its Model 10038A microwave fiber optic
link, designed for use with the company's
Series 10,000 line, the link allows direct
access to the uplink RF test port in control
rooms.
As Ortel officials explain, satellite earth
station operators have to monitor the composite transmitted RF signal to verify signal levels, noise, intermods and spurious
noise. With the 10038A, the microwave
signal from the uplink RF test port is
brought back to the control room directly
over the fiber optic link.
Also new from Ortel are two C-band
fiber optic links, the 10035A and 10037A,
also part of the company's Series 10,000
line. The Model 10035A is a3.265 GHz to
4.2 GHz link; the Model 10037A is a5.825
GHz to 6.425 GHz link.
The links, designed for satellite earth
stations, use directly-modulated, highspeed analog DFB lasers to transmit multiple transponders over asingle fiber, at
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the actual satellite band frequency,
between the control room and the
antenna. Circle Reader Service No. 49

Wall-mountable patch panel

S. PLAINFIELD, N.J.-New from Radiant
Communications Corp. is a96-port indoor
wall-mount fiber optic patch panel.
The unit features alockable trunk compartment and can also accommodate
eight fusion splice trays for splicing/pigtailing applications. Circle Reader Service
No. 50

All-in-one optical receiver

ATLANTA-Scientific-Atlanta has introduced anew "all-in-one" optical receiver
which fits into the lid of S-A's existing System Amplifier II. When combined with the
SA-II, the new receiver becomes afiber
feeder amplifier suitable for fiber-to-theserving-area (FSA) topologies.
The receiver features a 1.5 GHz bandwidth platform, simplified bandwidth
expansion via the reversible signal flow
feature of the SA-II, aplatform for
advanced system monitoring, reverse
video and wave division multiplexing
applications, and dual cable inputs to
accommodate RF switching of redundant
fiber routes. Maintenance of the receiver is
simplified, S-A officials point out, because
of the unit's modular construction, which
separates optics and RF sections.
The device is capable of interfacing with
future personal communications networks
(PCNs) and offers an individual module
LED display to alert technicians of any
problems during field checks. Circle
Reader Service No. 51

Four-channel oscilloscope

BEAVERTON, Ore.-Tektronix has
announced the release of two new fourchannel oscilloscopes designed for video
equipment servicing. Its new 100 MHz
TAS 475 and 200 MHz TAS 485 scopes
feature afull
range of amplification and attenuation, Tek
officials say, and
can display multiple channels.
Both units
include an
autoset feature
for automatically
TAS 475 and TAS 485
triggering and
oscilloscopes
displaying a
selected signal; both have time and voltage cursors with display readouts, dual
time base, save/recall setups, self calibration and asimplified user interface.
The scopes weigh 17 pounds are UL
listed. The TAS 475 is priced at $2,395
and the TAS is priced at $3,495. Circle
Reader Service No. 52
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CONVERGENCE II

Interactive Services

September 13 & 14 •Santa Clara, Calif.

Convergence of
Industries

Television is on the threshold of a

Telephone

major change in programming. Providing

Computer
Hardware

the next generation of interactive, multimedia-based services will require a

Cab..
Television

Program
Producers

Wireless

unique new partnership between the

Software
Development

Muhlmedia

cable, computer and entertainment communiConvergence '93 is being presented
by acoalition of companies who
believe it is critical to the industry's
future to bring this information to
conference participants.

Sponsoring Organizations

ties. The Convergence II conference will be agathering of the
creators, technologists and business professionals who will create and supply these services, with executives from the companies who will market and distribute them to consumers, to
explore what these new services will include and what it will
take to bring them to market.

AT&T

Conference sessions will include...

Am.11%,
tdvanored
Trierommuniestions
Solution.

Jerrold
a General Instrument

(V) PIONEER
The Art of Ertertair ment

Scientific
Atlanta

edvirAr
Official PubNcations

Multichannel News

CAM-

Will Video Be On Demand? Is cable on trie
verge of blowing the video rental business out
of existence, or is Video on Demand too expensive to deliver on the scale that consumers
want? And, will customers be comfortable
adding to their cable bills?

As well as sessions on...
What Does Interactive Mean? What Does
Multimedia Encompass?
Interactive Sports
Interacting with Kids
Making the Billing/Information Support
Transition to Transaction
Interactive Educational Services
Shopping/Retail Services
Interactive Advertising
Interactive Entertainment
Sex, Sin and Personal TV

Session topics and speakers subject to change.

For full information return this coupon to Jayne at CommPerspectives, 600 S. Cherry St #400, Denver, CO 80222.
Phone 303/393-7449. Fax 303/393-7139.

Title
Company
Address

Conference Produce ,
•

State

City

Fax

Phone
-

500 Channels, Digital Compression and
Interactivity...You Want it When? A technical/
non-technical briefing and brainstorming of what
capabilities producers of this new generation of
programming want...and what the engineering
community can provide in what time frame.

Name

CED
r i_i/Uttch
rricr
i hrt
el
i

Cable's Role in an Interactive, Multimedia
Video Marketplace—A blue-ribbon panel
including acable operator, computer executive,
programmer, electronic program guide developer, multimedia producer and interactive network
official wil provide alook at the video marketplace of the future.
Navigating on a500 Channel, Interactive
Ocean—An in-depth view of consumer look,
feel and compatibility issues including eIectronic program guides and navigational systems,
remotes and other interactive input devices,
and set-tops.

-•

Zip

e

The issue:
in-home wiring

1. Does your system believe in installing high
quality components for the drop portion of the
system?

Don't know

2. If so, is that achange in attitude compared to a
few years ago?

Yes

1:1

No

Don't know

3. Does your system use in-house installers?

Yes

No

111

Don't know

4. Does your system use contract installers?

Yes

No

Don't know

5. If you use contract installers, would you say
they generally perform good work?

Yes

No

111

Don't know

6. Some predict ahigh-quality drop system will be
needed to deliver digital signals to the home. Do
you think your system can deliver adigital signal
between the tap and the house?

Yes

1:1

No

e

e

e

R ETURN PATH•

Yes

No

Don't know

9. Does your system encourage homeowners to
wire their own homes?

Yes

No

Don't know

10. Does your system charge homeowners afee
to wire their homes for additional outlets?

The questions:

No

e

8. Does your system provide drop cable to local
home building contractors free of charge or at a
discounted price?

We'd like your thoughts this month about in-home
wiring policies and practices. Some companies
charge for additional outlets, while others leave
the in-home wiring and additional outlets up to the
homeowners. How do you feel about the subject?
Feel free to write out additional comments at the
end of the survey.

Yes

e

Yes

No

111

Don't know

11. Does your system charge amonthly fee for
additional outlets?

Yes

No

Don't know

12. Does your system suffer from excessive direct
pickup interference?

Yes

No

1:1

Don't know

13. Would you favor making high-quality coaxial
cable, splitters and connectors generally available
to the public?

Yes

No

Don't know

14. Would you favor aprogram where the cable
company would be responsible for only the outside plant, much like the telephone company
approach to maintenance?

Yes

No

Don't know

15. Do you have any general comments related to
installation practices or policies of the industry?

FAX
Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at:

303-393-6654
or mail it to CED, 600
South Cherry Street, Suite
400, Denver, Colo. 80222.
We will tally the results
and print it in afuture
issue. Your suggestions
for future questions are
always welcome.
We also want some written comments from you
on this subject. Names
won't be published if you
request your name to be
withheld, but please fill
out the name and job
information to ensure that
only one response per
person is tabulated.
Your name and title
(optional)

System name:

Your MSO:

Location:

Your job function:

Comments:

Don't know

7. Does your system consider the drop to be a
"system" that should rarely be broken open?

Yes

No

Don't know
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RETURN PATH

RES*
Our survey about signal
leakage and proof testing
found cable operators
generally satisfied that
they have licked the signal leakage problems that
led to strict FCC regulation that took effect three
years ago. The survey
also found that most operators have integrated the
leakage testing and correction functions into their
routine plant maintenance
schedules, making it easier to meet the leakage
specifications as outlined
by the FCC.
Perhaps the primary reason the leakage issues
have largely been solved
is because system and
MSO management has
adopted the proper attitude and provided the
resources to combat the
problems. For example,
every respondent to our
survey said his managment takes signal leakage
seriously and 75 percent
of those returning surveys
said they have adequate
resources to perform the
regular leakage monitoring.
On the subject of proof
testing, 75 percent said
they were satisfied with
the way their systems performed in the January
proof-of-performance test,
but only half said their
systems would deliver a
43 dB carrier-to-noise
ration signal to the home
without an upgrade
between now and 1995,
when that spec comes
into play.

*

•

Tile issue:
Signal leakage

A=50
D= 0

The results:
100%

0%
No

0%

Don't know

2. Do you think your system has greatly reduced
or eliminated signal leakage when compared to a
couple of years ago?

25

75

No

Yes

Don't know

3. Does your system find it difficult to meet leakage specifications on an ongoing basis?

25

75

Yes

No

Don't know

4. How does your system perform signal leakage
tests?

25

No

Yes

Do n't know

75

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

75

No

100

Yes

25

No

*

B=25
F= 25

C=0

25

No

Don't know

No

Do n't know

No

Don't know

10. Speaking of inspections, were you satisfied
with the way your system performed in the proof of
performance tests in January?

75

Yes

25

No

Don't know

11. Will your system be able to deliver 43 dB carrier-to-noise ratio to the home in 1995 as is?

50

Yes

50

Do n't know

Don't know

5. Would you say you have adequate equipment
and resources to perform regular leakage monitoring?

75

•

9. Do you think your system would pass if aleakage inspection were to take place this month?

Other methods?

25

•

8. If so, was the FCC satisfied with your leakage
levels, logs and procedures?

Yes

Drive-outs?
100
Yes

*

50

No

Do n't know

12. Overall, would you say your cable plant delivers high-quality video?

Flyovers?

75

•

7. Has your system been inspected by the FCC
anytime in the past year?

100

1. Would you say the management of your system
takes signal leakage seriously?

Yes

•

6. If you could grade your system's leakage performance, what grade would you give it?

Remember the big rush to meet the signal leakage
compliance deadline in 1990? Doesn't it seem like
that was alifetime ago? We wanted to find out if
signal leakage is still troublesome or whether
cable systems have largely licked the problem.
Here are the results of each question we asked:

Yes

72

•

Don't know
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50

No

Don't know

Chapter, Testing. Installer and
BCT/E exams to be administered in all categories at both
levels. Call Ron Upchurch,
(303) 790-0386, ext. 403.

8Satellite Tele-Seminar Pro-

gram. "SLMs: The Technician's Edge." Galaxy I,
Transponder 14. Sponsored
by Calan, ComSonics, Sencore, Trilithic, and Wavetek.
Call SCTE headquarters (215)
363-6888.

8

Penn-Ohio SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar, Testing.
"Competing Technologies."
Installer and BCT/E exams to
be administered in all categories at both levels. Location:
Sheraton Hotel, Warrendale,
Pa. Call Marianne McClain,
(412) 531-5710.

12

Florida SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar. "Headend
Equipment and Combining
Techniques," "Set-top
Devices" and "Transportation
Systems." Location: Ft. Lauderdale Holiday Inn. Call John
Tinberg, (407) 747-4998.

12-15

ONI's Fiber Optic
System Training. Four-day
comprehensive overview of
fiber optic technology. Topics
include basics of fiber optics,
engineering parameters, construction techniques, splicing,
path testing, transmission path
electronics, system design,
architecture and more. Cost:
$1,500. Location: Denver,
Colo. Call (800) FIBER-ME.

13 Chattahoochee Chapter

Technical Seminar. "Fiber
Optics" with Marty Mason.
Location: Mason, Ga. Call
Hugh McCarley, (404) 8435517.

13 Wheat State SCTE Chap-

W HAT'S A HEAD

July 14-16 Rocky Mountain
Cable Expo. Location:
Aspen, Colo. Call (303)
863-0084.
July 31-August 3Wireless
Cable '93. Location: Marriott's Orlando World Center, Orlando, Fla. Call WCA,
(202) 452-7823.
August 16-18 Great Lakes
Cable Expo. Location: Indianapolis, Ind. Call (317)
845-8100.
August 17-21 Canitec '93.
Location: Mazatlan, Mexico. Call 011-52-5-6820173.
August 25-25 Eastern
Cable Show. Location:
Atlanta, Ga. Call (404) 2551608.
August 26-27 Safety '93.
Location: Tysons Corner,
Va. Call Multichannel
CommPerspectives, (303)
393-7449.
September 13-14 Convergence II: Interactive Services. Location: Santa
Clara, Calif. Call Multichannel CommPerspectives,
(303) 393-7449.
September 15-17 Taipei
Satellite and Cable '93.
Location: Taipei, Taiwan.
Call Cable and Satellite TV
Guide, 011-886-2-7785818.

ter Technical Seminar, Testing. "Back to Basics-Part Ill."
BCT/E exams to be administered in all categories at both
levels. Call Lisa Hewitt, (316)
262-4270, ext. 191.

ter Technical Seminar.
"Hands-on Fiber Optics."
Location: Holiday Inn, Fodulac, Wisc. Call Brian Revak,
(608) 372-2999.
14 Heart of America SCTE
Chapter Technical Seminar.
Location: Kansas City, Mo.
Call Don Gall, (816) 358-5360.

14

South Jersey SCTE Chapter Technical Seminar, Testing. "Intervention of the
Telcos" with Irene Picard of
NJCTA, "Bellcore-Dover Project" with Alan Goldberg, "Multiplexing/DigiCipher" and
"Opportunities for New Jersey." Installer exams to be
administered. Location:
Ramada Inn, Vineland, N.J.

15

Mid-South SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar. Call Bob
Allen, (901) 365-1770, ext.
4110.

15

Chesapeake SCTE Chapter Testing. Installer and
BCT/E exams to be administered in all categories at both
levels. Location: Rockville, Md.
Call Scott Shelley, (703) 3582788.

15

Gateway SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar. Call Chris
Kramer, (314) 949-9223.
16 Lake Michigan SCTE Chapter Technical Seminar, Social
Event. "Distance Learning" in
the morning; golf outing in the
afternoon. Location: Elk
Rapids, Mich. Call Karen
Briggs, (616) 941-3783.

16

Greater Chicago SCTE
Chapter Social Event. "A Day

BASICS
OF
IBÉR
'TICS

13

Magnolia SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar. Location:
Ramada Coliseum, Jackson,
Miss. Call Steve Christopher,
(601) 824-6010.

•

14 Badger State SCTE Chap-

Trade Shows
6Rocky Mountain SCTE

•

can
ELECTRONICS INC

•

at the Races." Location:
Arlington Park. Call Bill
Whicher, (708) 362-6110.

17

Big Sky SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar. "BCT/E
Categories Iand Il Review"
with Mary Nelson of the SCTE.
Location: Outlaw Inn, Kalispell,
Mont. Call Marla DeShaw,
(406) 632-4300.

17

Cactus SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar, Testing.
"Fiber Optics." Installer and
BCT/E exams to be administered in all categories at both
levels. Location: Albuquerque,
N.M. Call Harold Mackey,
(602) 352-5860, ext. 135.

17

Chaparral SCTE Chapter
Technical Seminar. "Fiber
Optic Architectures and Technologies." Call Scott Phillips,
(505) 761-6253.

20

New York City SCTE
Chapter Technical Seminar.
"Digital Compression" with
Dan Sutorius of Jerrold/General Instrument. Call Rich
Fevola, (516) 678-7200.

20-22 Jerrold/General

Instrument Technical Seminar.
Digital transmission, fiber
optics, advanced addressability, rebuild/upgrade planning,
FCC compliance, system
design and corrective maintenance to be discussed.
Designed for cable system
engineering management.
Location: Sheraton at Bradley
Airport, Hartford, Conn. Cost:
$300. Call Ginny Morris, (215)
956-6445.

ACOURSE IN APPLICATIONS FOR CATV
Sept. 14-16 /
Charlotte, NC &Oct. 5-7 /
Anaheim, CA
C-COR offers acomprehensive 3-day seminar
on fiber optics and its applications in CATV. The
course is geared toward system engineers,
system managers, chief technicians and anyone
interested in the use of fiber for CATV-like
applications.
For more information call
800-233-2267 ext. 4422.
60 Decibel Road /State College, PA 16801
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CLASSIFIEDS
e
Equipment Marketplace
COAST CATV SUPPLY
We Sell:

e

e

Industry ,

e

j

oi

Service

IN STOCK

since

----‘1

1966

NEW & REFURBISHED
Amps, LE's, Taps, Splitters,

e

e

e

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

e

e

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

JUMPER CABLES •
FMale
P.O. BOX 9707 •HELENA MT 59604

e

•RG -56
.F
t

•RG -59
•BNC
•Other

•FFemale

•RG -11

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

Connectors & Headends
ALL BRANDS 270 TO 550 MHz
Call for updated price list
We Buy:

WANTED
ALL BRANDS

Fax your used/excess list
909-272-2360

dB-tronics—

Contact

YOUR USED OR EXCESS EQUIPMENT

Equipment Service and Sales

CONTEC'

FAX: 909-272-3032

• Upgrade, modification and repair of
Subscriber, Dist., Headend & Test Equip.

We Supply Quality
Satellite Equipment...

• Sales of Re-manufactured Equipment
• Specialists in SA Addressable
Converter Repair, including Inband

•2Piece Hydroformed Aluminum Antennas

(REFURBISHED/BOUGHT/SOLD

•Seavey 3&4 Beam Multiple Satellite Feeds

•G.I. Video Cipher II
-Standard 32 C/K Rec
-$430
-$265
-Magnavox 5-330 Trunks •DX DSM1408 Agile Mod
-$325
-$315
•Jerrold SJ Trunk
-Standard MT 700 VC ll
-$199
-$465
MINIMUM QUANTITIES APPLY

• Industry Leader in Quality,
Customer Service and Security

•California Amplifier LNA/LNB/LNCs
•Up/Down Converters
(for most frequency applications)
Phone: (800) 382-2723

• State-of-the-Art Repair Software
Provides Extensive Tracking & Reporting

FAX: (518) 382-8452

• Free Pickup and Delivery, "True"
Flat Rate Pricing

Call for complete inventory list:

ARENA SERVICES INC.

90 day warranty

We service what we sell

215 630 0320
Fax: 215-630-8202

USA

Voice (800) 356 -2730 -Fax (803) 439 7518
For More Information Write To:

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS
BY
Idea/onics

WANTED
Headend -Linegear -Converters
Magnavox, Jerrold, SA

69 channels

dB-tronics Inc., Atm: CED Ad
182 Quinn Road •Wellford, SC 29385

get converted!

14 day delivery

compatible with all headends

WE HAVE:

-AFFORDABLE-

$340

(701) 786-3904

We Need Surplus New & Used
Connectors,Taps, Etc.

24 AND 88 CHANNEL UNITS

MAG-5T330 TRUNK STATIONS

ALSO AVAILABLE

TM BROKERS

Call Now
To Reserve
This Space
1-800-866-0206

Phone (208) 683-2797

(208) 683-2019 •FAX (208) 683-2374

REBUILT CONVERTERS IN STOCK NOW!

CableShoppe
ffie

Jerrold
DRZ-3, DQN-5
DRZID-3A, DL-4

Hamlin
CRX-5000-3, CR-6000-3
CR-6600-3

Panasonic
TZPC 120-3
TZPC 130-3

Scientific Atlanta
8500-311
8550-321

REPAIR • SALES • SERVICE

(518) 489-2100
ALBANY, NEW YORK
*NOW OPEN IN VISTA, CALIFORNIA
74

Cable Companies Only -Quantities Limited
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e

Career Marketplace/Training
AERIAL & UNDERGROUND
CONSTRUCTION
PERSONNEL NEEDED
Experienced Aerial Crews.
Underground Crews & Splicers
needed in IL. IN, AL
SEND RESUME TO:
ERVIN CABLE
CONSTRUCTION, INC.
212 E. LINCOLN
SHAWNEETOWN. IL 62984
1-618-269-3838

Just Like aPrivate Tutor!
Broadband Networks
Multimedia Training, Books
& Market Reports
ATM • Digital Networks • Frame
Relay • Fiber LANs • OSI •
SONET/SDH • and more
Eliminate the expense and delays of traditional

SCIE Member

Froeh

Peter

PO Box 339 Weatherford TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

All levels of Technical

seminars and courses. Train sales, marketing
and engineering staffs as well as customers.

Positions -Corporate to

Equally effective in the office, home, traveling
MANUFACTURER'S REPS NEEDED

or at remote locations. For your PC or LAN.

op, Reference Point

Cheshire CT WA I

1-800-VIP-DISK

7..Ne 77
7
,
„
let

Available Nationwide.
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

Equipment Marketplace
continued

FIBERWORKS
Digital Networks
Training Course

D

eveloped for cable TV operators, system planners
and design engineers, this course provides adetailed
technical overview of digital telephony theory as it
applies to cable television operators considering the
Alternate Access business.
June 21-24

Kansas City, MO

July 26-29

Seattle, WA

August 9-12

P tientritleeA

September 27-30

New Orleans,

October 25-28

Los Angeles, CA

November 8-11

Orlando, FL

LA

Registration must be confirmed two weeks in advance
of each course. Schedule is subject to change.
For detailed course information, including acomplete
1993 course schedule, contact your Denver-based account
representative at 1.800.FIBER.ME (1.800.342.3763).

1993 ANTEC Network Systems

Hourly. Positions

Fiber Optic manufacturer needs reps calling on the
CATV industry. Most areas open. Call or write to:
Radiant Communications Corporation
P.O. Box 867
South Plainfield, NJ 07080
Attn: Mike Thaw
(908) 757-7444

Call for free catalog!

)¡lox 1189,

lich
lich &Co.
search

CONN -

OPTCA1 NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL
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CONVERTERS FOR SALE
Completely Refurbished
Jerrold JSX
$8.95
Hamlin SPC-4000
$10.00
DRZ With Remote $24.50
11-800-851-4496

NEW COA.STRUCTION HARDWIRE FOR S
Ramshorns (Downguy Fitting)
100 lot $25.00
Cheaters (bolt-on anchor eye)
100 lot $50.00
5/16" Preform Splices & Deadends
each $1.50
Lockboxes Complete
Large or Medium, each $15.00
S-A LE Modules 231170-400MHZ
6only, each $140.00
TOOLS FOR SALE:
FSM, Analog, V-U-Midband
Good Gond, used $500.00
FSM, Windows II Delta
Excellent, used $1900.00
General K Lasher
perfect, recent refurb $1200.00
Manual Coring Tools
New, all but 412/500 $10.00
Call Chris May 800-678-5208

JULY 1993
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C LASSIFIEDS
Products and Services Directory

*

/

"Video Poster"TM Page Generator St Controller

OMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS, INC.

"New Hi-res fonts"

CATV ENGINECRING SERVICES

•

Meter Calibrations
Headend Alignment

Performance Measurements

FCC Offsets

Free Pick-up Service in Certain Geographic Areas
800-247-5883 or in Virginia 800-345-6834
209 E. Jackson St., PO Box 484, Gate City, VA 24251

California =----- Amplifier
of: C-Band LNBFs (Pulse, Voltage Switched and
Dual I-IN Output), LNBs, Commercial Phase-Locked LNBs, KuBand LNBs (Multiple Frequencies), Feedhorns (C, C/Ku, C/Ku/S ),
Arabsat LNBs and TVRO accessories. Wireless Cable (MMDS) products include: 31 and 33 Channel Integrated "Yagi" antenna/
downconverters, stand-alone downconverters (Multiple Frequencies),
LNAs and the Beam ben derTM, alow cost microwave repeater.
U.S. manufacturer

Phone: (805) 987-9000
Fax: (805) 987-8359

460 Calle San Pablo
Camarillo, CA 93012 USA

II Contact: Chuck Uhl, Director of Sales

Ai/

...Scrolling messages...
12:24:30 THURSDAY 3:21:92

'
,/lOG"

1

9.2292211E. 61
gF,EHUHUHF E

Temp:85 F Humidity 35%
Wind from SW @ 5MPH

Split screen control allows logo
and text to remain on screen

l
et

"RAMC
vidon

Cable
la
supplied

Local Weather

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
Hybrid Sales
Equipment Upgrading

Mode m f
obIlldn

hl I
.

NTSC or PAL

Battery'

A(+\

beaked

clocck
B, tarrEonnue
Logos can display

on Video Poster
rjo9711t sI rit 'J JiLl's
Upload & Download Control commands &
pages via modem to Multiple Site Headends

•
Ill-Res fonts, Video Page & Character Generator 'Store more than 600 pages
Logos & pictures directly on cartridge '16 colors, 9 letter sizes, Crawl, Flash,
Special effects 'Two (240 hr.) variable size crawls per page 'Accurate real
time clock & date any location 'Restores & displays pages, time & date even if
power fails! 'Low cost C64 computer (NTSC + Ch 3/4 out)*1 00 Time and date
event control commands •Infra-red remote option controls up to 8 VCR's
'Upload & Download pages+commands via modem 'Controls model "RMAV'
& external relays & VCFrs 'Generate NTSC color bars + message crawl lines
'User friendl Incl. demo disk with hel
a•es & Instructions on VHS tape
Model •Price' Description of "Video Poster" In Options: Call for Demo tape
"RAMC" $289.95; Video Poster; 150 page Battery backed RAM-disk, Video cable & manual
"RAMX" $349.95; Video Poster; 600 page Battery backed RAM-disk, Video cable & manual
"VIDG"
$189.95; Video Poster; no Ram-disk, Video cable & manual
"C64"
$159.95; Refurbished computer, with power supply (1 year warranty all products)
"Modem" 89.95; 1200 baud Hayes compatible plug-In modem for remote page transfer
"BCLK" S69.95; Battery clock (with RAM) restores time & date if power falls
"PK8'"
$159.95; Controls 8 relays + DVM2; "WX1" 8/ "WSDM "Inputs; Infra-red sender
"WX1"
$189.95; Temp. deg. C. or F. +Humidity sensors; Req. PK8
"WSDM" $279.95; Anamometor Wind speed and direction; Req. PK8
"1541"
$189.95; Optional disk drive; external unlimited back up for RAMC/X or VIDG
"RMAV"
CALL; 2to 8 750"F" stereo or mono +video AXB switches
"DVM2" $379.95; Page controlled Digital audio;10 messages, 2min.
"UPS1" $279.95; UnInterruptible power supply with 5hour batteries
WSDM

PK8

UPS1

DVM2
WX1

to 064

"RMAV"

Engineering Consulting Tel: 714-671-2009 Fax: 714-255-9984

583 Candlewood St. Brea, Ca. 92621*MastercareVisa•Discover•Amex •PO *C0

AUTHORIZED PARTS CO.
New and Used Converters
Headend & Line Equipment

Experienced Export Staff

Leader in Parts Supply
USA Office: 708-658-6900 •24 hour Fax: 708-658-0582

White _ga-ncti

CALL

n111111111

YLANAH SLOANE

Jumper Cables

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
Fto F, N to N. BNC, RCA, F-81

AT

800-866-0206

RG-56
RG-59
RG-11
RG-213
RG-214

Gilbert AHS
LRC
Off Shore
Amphenol

SO WE CAN
DISCUSS OUR

Belden
Times
Comm/Scope
Intercomp

We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths
Fax: (602) 582-2915 Ph (602) 581-0331
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335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027
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Engineering/Design/Construction
FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING
FIBER OPTIC DESIGN &
ACTIVATION
HEADEND OPTIMIZATION
COMPLETE SYSTEM AUDITS

CALL FOR YOUR CATALOG

TSB -

800-233-8713
THE

TOOLS

AUTOCAD CUSTOMIZED cATv MENU
& SYMBOLS LIBRARY
CAD DRAFTING & DESIGN
STRAND MAP & AS BUILT
MAI' DIGITIZATION & REVISIONS

P.O. Box 244
Yankton, SD 57078

OFTHE

TRADE

(800) 292-0126

(605) 665-1393

New Construction •Installs •Balancing •Splicing

3

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

Cable Construction, Inc.
Performance Built Our Company
Specializing in Rebuilds & Fiber Optic Installation
Harold Bigham
(904) 932-6869

P.O. Box 903
Gulf Breeze, FL 32562

• Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
• Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
• Aerial, Underground 8,
Fiber Construction

1-800-338-9299

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
• System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
• Turnkey Headend
• Complete Turnkey
Project Management

quality service performed on a timely basis

GET ASUPER DEAL ON ANEW
TELSTA A-28 VAN MOUNTED UFT

$29,995

•Fully Equipped •Ready-To-Go •
•In Stock Coast to Coast for Fast Delivery •

It's The #1 Productivity Tool for the CATV Industry
A-28 Van Mounted Lift
Utility Version Also Available

CALL TODAY TOLL-FREE: 1-800-521-5351
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Only aWelshman could possibly pronounce it!

Generating acronyms has become afashionable
R&D laboratory game, filled with hopes of achieving proprietary fame. Take, for example, the various fiber optic architectural designations:

FBB

Fiber Backbone. The first application of
fiber in distribution was designed to break up
large distribution networks into several
smaller ones, each with an optical node near
its center.

CAN

Cable Area Network. Bob Luff, then of
Jones lntercable, moved the node to the near
edge of each of the smaller areas to avoid
having to turn part of the system around to
accommodate the backfeed.

FTF

Cable TV's
latest
acronym:
FTWYCNN
By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor
Associates

Fiber-To-the-Feeder. Fiber optic trunks
would be extended to the bridger amplifier,
eliminating trunk amplifiers entirely. Of
course, this led to designing longer feeders,
using "distribution amplifiers" that might be
called "quasi-trunk amplifiers."

FTB

Fiber-to-the-Bridger. Same as FTF.

FTSA

Fiber-to-the-Service-Area. This is based on
considering the number of households served
by each fiber optic node rather than on the
particular coaxial network topology.

FIT

Fiber-to-the-Tap. Fiber lines would reach all the
way to the tap.

FTC

Fiber-to-the-Curb. This is atelco designation,
similar to cable TV FU, but generally suggesting
larger tap clusters than customary with cable TV.

FTTEI

Fiber-to-the-Home. A dream for the future,
maybe.

Fill

Fiber-In-The-Loop. A telco concept suggesting
subcarrier demultiplexing at various points
between the central office and the "curb," or
home.
All of these acronyms, and even some f
metuned derivatives, represent indistinct segments
of acontinuous spectrum. Although there are real
differences, they are like the colors of the rainbow,
which have no definable boundaries but blend
smoothly one into another.
A more realistic definition of fiber penetration
into the network is the average number of households served by an optical node. The original
backbone provided anode for as many as 10,000
subscribers. Current designs provide nodes for
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an average of 500 to 1,500 households. Plans for
the near future contemplate 200 or fewer households per node.
Most upgrades and rebuilds today depend on
fiber optic architecture to reduce long cascades.
With shorter cascades, channel capacity can be
expanded without degraded noise and intermodulation. Higher gain modules may facilitate upgrading without respacing. The sharply reduced
number of active devices in each subscriber link
means fewer failure points and enhanced reliability. Maintenance becomes easier; therefore, less
costly. Picture quality at the end of the long lines
may be substantially improved.
The cost of incorporating fiber optics in
upgrade and rebuild plans may be more than offset by the improved saleability of new programming in the expanded bandwidth, as well as the
better quality and reliability of the product. Moderate fiber penetration in the upgrade or rebuild
(1,500-2,000 households per node) is not likely to
add more than 5percent to 15 percent to the cost.
In fact, some reports indicate actual net savings
resulting from astute use of fiber.
Fiber, however, makes its most powerful appeal
because of its impact on bidirectional transmission. In part, this is also because of the reduced
service areas made possible by fiber penetration.
Exposure to ingress in these small serving areas
is not cumulative over the entire system. The fiber
trunks are themselves virtually immune to ingress.
Separate fibers, or frequency bands for each
serving area, combined with conscientious leakage monitoring, largely eliminates aggregate
noise and ingress interference in the return path.
The spectrum for return transmissions in the
coaxial serving areas could be allocated where
ambient electromagnetic power density is far less
than in the traditional 5MHz to 30 MHz band.
Plenty of bandwidth is available on fiber for return
transmissions to be carried either by frequency
division multiplex at 1310 nanometer, or by wavelength division multiplex at 1550 nanometers.
Hybrid cable TV networks, rich in fiber content,
are capable of providing full-fledged bidirectional
telecommunication services.
This is the Lorelei, the enchantress beckoning
us into the golden world of interactivity, transactions, information services, competitive access,
PCS and even POTS (plain old telephone service).
Fiber optics is perceived to be the password, the
Open Sesame, to untold revenue streams. But
don't be misled: new revenues are surely out
there. Yet, more than fiber optics is needed to
reap the harvest.
"It's ajungle out there", and the industry is well
positioned
The key, to
then,
leadtothe
decisions
way.
about how far to go
with fiber in rebuilding or upgrading is found in
that hard to pronounce acronym at the head of
this article:
FTWYCMM*
Fiber-To-Where-You-Can-Make-Money. CED
*Source: Several individuals who shall remain
anonymous.
Reprinted, in part, from the MalarkeyTaylor/EMCI Review with permission.
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BOTTOM LINE
CONTECTm Converter Service Makes You Money...

Let's face the facts... the longer acable converter provides
uninterrupted service to your subscriber.., the more money
you make.Breakdowns mean customers complain,
trucks roll, and time evaporates... sound familiar?
At CONTEC, we specialize in building
"strategic service partnerships"
with cable operators... NATIONWIDE.
By exceeding OEM standards, our
quality repairs withstand the test of time...
and so do our business relationships.

CONTEC LEADERSHIP PROVIDES:
E Computerized tracking of repairs
by serial number.

D Experienced, factory trained technicians
CI Stringent quality control procedures
0 Security clearance of each shipment
LI Efficient customer service

Ili Fast turnaround and delivery
BOTTOM LINE, CONTEC service centers
work in harmony to keep your converters
where they belong.., in subscriber homes...
And, that makes you money!

CALL TODAY

1-800-382-2723
* CONTEC's Jerrold compatible replacement remote control units.
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INTERNATIONAL
THE LEADER IN CONVERTER

HNOLOGY+

1023 State Street, P.O. Box 739, Schenectady, NY 12301-0739
Phone: (518)382-8000, FAX: (518)382-8452
Circle Reader Service No 34

Now you can call the best
in the service business
for the best in
headend equipment.

ANTEC Communication Services stocks the
complete line of Scientific Atlanta headend
electronics, bringing you immediate availability
on the industry's finest headend products.

jukirriEc.
IM COMMUNICATION SERVICES

Modulators, processors, combiners, and
replacement modules are all in inventory.
Call your ANTEC Communication Services
representative for all your headend needs.

+

Scientific
Atlanta

ANTEC Communication Services Headquarters •Rolling Meadows, Illinois (708) 437-5777
Atlanta, Georgia (404) 840-7901 •(800) 242-1181 • Bensenville, Illinois (708) 350 7788 •(800) 544-5368 •Dallas, Texas (214) 446-2288 •(800) 231-5006
Denver, Colorado (303) 740-8949 •(800) 841-1531 • Iron Mountain, Michigan (906) 774-4111 •(800) 624-8358 •Santa Ana, California (714) 757-1630 •(800) 854-0443
Seattle, Washington (206) 838 9552 •(800) 438-9290 •Wharton, New Jersey (201) 328-0980 •(800) 631-9603
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